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MAJOR DOUGLAS 'ON
BIGGER ..AND BETTER TYRANNIES
Taxation Systetn a Device for Exercising Despotic Pressure

AT the inquest on Alfred Morris Baker,
aged 52, a solicitor, of Rock Close,

Kington, who was found shot, a letter was
read in which the deceased had written that
"Insomnia has at last got the best of me,
and the inspector of taxes at Ludlow has
driven me mad with worry ... Now that the
tax people have completely murdered another
,breadwinner, perhaps they will let my wife
and children have peace." It was represented
'at the inquest that the tax inspector had
been scrupulously fair. (Daily Telegraph,
January 7.)

In a considerable number of the cases of
suicide so constantly recorded, a somewhat
similar complaint of worrying by the Taxa-
tion Authorities may be noted.

Mulcting the Public
When the history of these times comes to

be written, it will be regarded as almost
incredible that the population of this or any
=her.__o.o.un=}L-lllaki.n&~_claim.s_._t:o __.cizilisa,

tion should have permitted the continuous
levy in favour' of financial institutions which
now passes under the name of "taxation." To

'what amount the British public is mulcted
per annum is difficult to estimate, since the
direct taxation, including rating, in favour
of such institutions, which is certainly not
less than two hundred and fifty million
pounds per annum, by no means tells the
whole of the story.

The debts which form the basis of the
claim were, of course, created by the
loan of bank-manufactured money, just

, as the interest on them is for the most part
payable only in bank-manufactured money.
Where' taxation is levied upon producing
firms they are compelled to include it in the
price of articles produced. As a result,
either the price level is raised, thus reducing
the purchasing power of all incomes, or,
alternatively, production is strangled and the
unit cost of production is raised by an

, excessive ratio of overhead charges to direct
charges.

Fraudulent Taxation Methods
But the intolerable nature of the modern

ta~ation system is by no means confined to
the economic depredation which it now oar-
ries on, almost unchecked by Parliament' or
even by public opinion. The, business
methods which are employed in connection
with the assessment and collection of taxa-
tion would, if employed by an ordinary
business firm, result either in its rapid liquida-
tion or the appearance of its proprietors
before the Court upon a succession of charges
of fraud.

No business firm would dare to send in a
bill for three or four times the amount owing
to it, 'leaving its clients to prove that it was
incorrect. But this is done as a matter of
course by officials of the Inland Revenue.

No business firm would consistently charge
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wholly inexcusable), but also from the fact five hundred a year, is the only way that a
that it is arbitrarily imposed in accordance Dole can be paid to that excellent fellow Bill
with the ideas of a body of experts, generally Johnson, who is out of work. There is, of
anonymous, who provide the Chancellor of course, not an atom of truth in this. Taking
the Exchequer with his Budget scheme. money in taxation off Mr. Jones merely
, Taxes, of course, under the existing organi- means that Mr. Jones buys less.

sation .of society must be paid in money, and If the money were transferred directly to
since practically all money is created by our friend Bill Johnson, which, most cer-
financial institutions it is quite obvious tainly, it is not, Bill Johnson would not buy
that the ultimate beneficiaries of all, the things which Mr. Jones was prevented
taxation must be those institutions, from buying; he would merely buy some of
chiefly in the form of invisible and the things of which there is already a surplus,
undivided reserves, rather than divi- and' the surplus would be transferred to those
dends. They are, in fact, the only institu- articles which Mr. Jones has not bought.
tions which can in no circumstances But, in fact, at least 30 per cent. of the money
effectively be taxed, since the greater the which is taken off Mr. Jones goes into sinking
monetary laxation imposed upon any country funds of various kinds and into reinvestment.
the greater is the necessity for the services In the case of sinking funds, it causes an

There is, of course, a sense in which taxa- of those institutions which alone can make additional shortage of purchasing power, and
tion is right and 'prop~r. We all obtain the moriey with which to pay the taxes. in the case of reinvestment it produces a
certain services, which we do not pay for surplus amount of capital production for the
directly and which involve consumption, and Attempts to Justify Taxation output of which there is no market.
,this 'ZOl'Slunption re.t:pW:es....tD.,.be....prroci.ded..fo:r:_I-.::rhe.-Jllin.ciple__Which_iS_emplo.y:ed_tQJllstify~,,-The....second_.principle,which. is involved,is-
communally. There is, in my opinion, how- taxation is, I think, twofold.. In the first the capitalisation of the less attractive
ever, little doubt that the present abominable place, the common and general ignorance of emotiO,ns'of human nature. The peculiar
tyranny of taxation arises not only from the IIj-onetary matters makes it' easy to suggest form of sadistic Puritanism, which is
magnitude of the taxation (although that is that taking money off Mr. jones, who has humorously called "Temperance," has been

used to ju;tify on "moral" grounds the raising
of the price of whiskey from about half-a-
crown a bottle, which is several times its cost
of manufacture, to twelve and sixpence.
This provides about ten shillings a bottle
directly or indirectly for the Exchequer, of
which banks and insurance companies ulti-
mately get about five shillings, directly or
indirectly.

Taxation the Instrument of Mammon
Agitation on the Land question, for the

most part completely unintelligent, has been
made the excuse for punitive taxes frequently
paid directly to insurance companies as
premiums on insurance against Death Duties.
These have transferred the eligible land
in this country from the hands of private
administrators, who had a sentimental
as well as a material incentive to proper
administration, into the hands of soulless
corporations, whose works are evident
by ribbons of jerrybuilt houses punc-
tuated by magnificent corner edifices
raised in the honour of the Religion of
Mammon, displacing the churches in
which, on occasions, unpleasant things
were said about the money-changers.

The realities of taxation could, of course,
be met by a very small rise in a price level
which had been adjusted much below that
existing at the present time, taxation in its
present sense, with its horde of officials and
its worries, being abolished. But that would
take away what is called the "power of
taxation," and thus remove one of the
major obstacles to economic freedom. In
other words, the present taxation system is
not primarily an economic device, it is a
device for exercising despotic pressure.
Until we recognise that self-government
is better even than good government,
just so long shall we have, an increasing
number of catastrophes similar to that of
Mr. Eaker. C. H. DOUGLAS.

(World Copyright Reserved)

three or four times for the same article, but
this is the essence of the division of Income
Tax into Schedules, so that a charge may be
repeated in a disguised form.

No business firm would consistently dare
to charge for articles which had never been
received.
But there are hundreds of thousands of
people in this country who are paying
Tax upon an Income which they have
never received.

No business firm, while owing large sums
to a client, would insist on the payment of
smaller sums which he owed to them. But
the Inland Revenue Authorities are con-
stantly doing 'this.

Tyranny of Experts

"COLD TURKEY"

-From the Chattanooga (Tenn.) 'Times
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Sudden Death Unlimited
The governmental enquiries into the arma-

ments trade in Great Britain and the U.S.A.'
were resumed last week. These enquiries are
really red herrings, for they draw popular
attention away from the real issue-why, in
a world of plenty, when, as they undoubtedly
are, the majority of individuals are at heart
pacific, nations should suffer the constant
threat of war. Wars to-day are economic in
origin-the outcome, not of shortage of real
wealth, but of abundance. An abundance
that cannot be distributed at home for lack
of tickets (money), and so must be exported,
even to the point of shooting the foreigner
to, make him buy, or to prevent him selling
his own surplus in such markets as remain.
This is what stimulates the market for arma-
ments, and whether they are produced in
government or privately-owned factories does
not really matter much, probably the former
would be less efficient, that is all.

The most interesting point brought out at
the American enquiry last week, according
to British press reports, was that J. P.
Morgan & Co., the American bankers, were
able, in 1917, to advise the British Govern-
ment, whose agents they were, of the content
of an American Government note to
Germany, six weeks, before its dispatch.
Evidently Great Britain is not the only
country in which a big banker plays
Tweedledee to the Tweedledum of a govern-
ment department.
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Eyewash

SUPPOSE that the Chancellor, of the
Exchequer or the Prime Minister 'or

someone, in a speech extolling the achieve-
ments of the National Government, drew
attention to the very low rate of interest at
which the Government was able to borrow
money, and put this forward as a proof that
the credit of the British Government had
never stood so high.

Suppose that in pouring derision upon this
flimsy argument The Times City Editor
were to remark:

The banks are saturated with money which they
are unable to use, and they have been compelled
to increasetheir holdings of Governmentsecurities,
of which -they hold the bulk. The amount of
credit at present employedin businessand specula-
tion is relatively small in proportion to the
resourcesavailable, and this is the explanation of
cheap money and the low rate at which the
Governmentand others can borrow. The Control of Vickers
• Suppo~e we. could be pr~sent a~ the sub- The British Commission was meanwhile
se.quent interview between the Editor of the examinin the directors of Vickers-
City Notes and Mr. Montagu Norman, the Ar t g

. ld d btless uroceed I ms rong.conver~atlOn. wou ou tess p_rocee, a ong In a written statement it was declared that
these lines, (If we may be so fnvolous about '''no bank or financial house, British or
such an august ceremony): foreign, had any controlling interest in the
Mr. N. "You can't do that there 'ere, company, or had any part in the manage-

You can't do that there 'ere, ment or direction of. the company's affairs."Anywhere else you can do that there, .. .. .
But you can't do that there 'ere." Dunng his exammanon, Sir Charles Craven,

. . the Chairman of the company, explained
Well,. the offe~dmg passage actually did that Sir Otto Niemeyer was only on the

appear m The Times City Notes of January Board as a representative of Armstrongs, not
8, but we are happy to be able, to st~te that because he is a director of the Bank. of
no rules have been broken ~ecause It refers En land, which "had no control whatever
to a speech made by President Roosevelt ,g" Th . tur of a Bank of Englandb h t di f hi G . . . IS pIC e
a out, t e .c e t 0 S ~wn .overnment.. , director as a guinea-pig is amusing but not

So l?ng as x:ewspa~,e~sI.n ~s country stick impressive. . , '
.!~<l.c:l!~c.r.~e:!-!~ne9t "PI~jilW .',i!holJt our own, '-. -The -resulc of the British enquiry r;nay well'
finan~Ial affairs, It appea~s that, ,they ca;n be the adoption of some form of governme~t
occasionally take .sorne latitude about what IS control. The Bankers' Covernment=-mis-
happening ir;,other countries .. No doubt in labelled National-seems, like the drunkard
other countnes the same rule IS observed. who hates delirium tremens but won't give

That the passage quoted is' 'an accurate up drinking, hell-bent on another war which,
description o.f the financial situati~m in this by the profits it would bring, might enable
country also ISshown by the followmg quota- the armaments firms to shake off bank con-
tion from the City Notes of the Observer of trol temporarily, but not if the firms are
January 12: Government controlled.
, For the ten Londonclearingbanks the additional.
money lent has amounted to only £19,000,000. At
the same time deposits have increased by
£128,000,000, and in order to employ th~ funds
at their disposal the banks have had to increase

,their investments in gilt-edged securities, lending
what may proveto be an abnormal strength to that
market.

See what a differerit twist is given" how
dust is thrown in the eyes of the public. For
the increased deposits are due to the invest-
ment by the banks in gilt-edged securities.
Indeed, they are deliberately buying these to
force up deposits until the return on Gove.rn-
ment securities is so low that the investing
public may be tempted to dabble in indus-
trial shares in spite of their reluctance to
do so.

lust as we are trying ,to show the British
public that what they are told about their
financial affairs is, in the phrase so popular
in the last Grcat War, all "eyewash," The
Times itself is indulging in a little exposure
of the kind of eyewash which is being put
over the public in the United St~t~s. ' .On
Janlfary 13 it reI>0rt~ the. Administration,
which wishes to contmue with the work of
the exploded A.A.A., as
busy searchingfor a way to accomplishthe~e~nds.
And now, with the help of the farm orgarusations,
a way hasbeen found-not a perfect way, perhaps"
but at least a stopgap. Tentatively it has been

.. decided to securerestrictionof farm output by hav-
ing the Governmentrent whateverIand it considers
necessary to promote the cO!lservationof soil
fertility; in other words, to WIthdrawsuch land
from cultivation.

Its comment on this is charmingly cynical:
By having conservationof soil as its ~xpressed

aim the Administration hopes to convince rhe
Courts if it is ever forced to defend its new.plan
there 'that it has acted truly in the interest of the
gene;al welfare and not merely in the interest of
one particular class of .people.

After this we cannot see why anyone
should take exception to anything we may

.Iiave to say, for example, about the official
name for the Distressed Areas, or the allega-
tion that the National Government balanced
its budgets. What is the use of balancing
one set of figures, when in another .ledger
it has, in fact borrowed enough to raise the
National Debt by £400,000,000?

. Export Loans are War Loans
A leading article in the Financial Times

for. January 6 urges the removal of the
embargo on foreign loans imposed in 1931,
nominally by the Treasury, actually, of
course, by the Bank of England. When the
embargo was imposed, a financial panic pre-
cipitated by the banks was threatening to
get out of hand, and it was thought desirable
to prevent further overseas investments for
the time being, as the majority of foreign
debtor nations were already in default on
existing loans.

As a result of the inflationary policy pur-
sued since that time through public works,
rearmament, etc., and the wholesale destruc-
tion of "burdensome surpluses" and restric-
tion of output at home and abroad, financial
conditions have improved somewhat, but the
trade revival here, despite rearmament, will
tend to sag unless exports are increased.
These circumstances make probable a further
effort to return to pre-1914 conditions, under
which the British people were kept employed
by the loan of their own credit, misappro-
priated by the banks, to foreign countries,
for the purchase of British goods. The lead-
ing article in question may well be the first
step backwards.

Such a policy-the revival of export trade
by loans - must fail in the long run, for
economic nationalism has come to stay, but
it will bring the next war perceptibly nearer
by intensifying the already bitter struggle
for export markets. "

Those who would put a stop to the imposi-
tion of such policies with their inherent
dangers of war and certain loss of real wealth
in exchange for promises to pay, which may
never be kept, should insist, by the use of
their votes, on the abolition of poverty at
home.

Government of Social Murder
Under the above title, Labour Research

indicts the National Government as a
government which made' the working class
pay for the inherent defects in the Capitalist

System, more especially by starving the
unemployed.

It points out that by Order in Council in
November, I93I, it cut the fixed rates of
standard benefit by ten per cent . .'At the same
time contributions were increased, the
workers' more than the employers', and
statutory conditions for claiming benefit
were tightened up. All workers who ran out
of benefit went on the Means Test. Between
October, I93I",and March, 1932,no fewer than
411,000 persons were struck. off benefit or
transitional payments, thereby saving the
Exchequer about £20,000,000 a year. In
July, 1934, with a great flourish of trumpets,
the Government restored the cuts in rates of
benefit at a cost of £4,800;000 a year.

But in 1934 a new Unemployment Act was
introduced, making it compulsory for men
to attend courses of authorised instructional
discipline to qualify for benefit. At the same
time a new Unemployment Assistance Board
scale of relief came into force which was not
only far less than the benefit rate, but far
below the subsistence level.

Financial Consciousness
The deficiency of this U.A.B. scale on the

!ninimum cost of food, rent, clothing, etc., is
tabulated at from IS. 2Y>d. for a man and
wife to. 13s. 5Yzd. for man and wife and five
children of I, 7, I I and 13 years of age. But

I
there was such an outburst of popular indig-
nation against it that these scales were with-
drawn. The new U.A.B. scales are to be
introduced shortly, and they are not expected
to be very generous.

Labour Research goes on to detail the
niggardly cheese-paring in Education expen-
diture and the catchpenny tinkering
measures to relieve the Distressed Areas. It
is hard to realise that in face of these facts
our great-hearted Chancellor of the

THE
t

CANADIAN
COUNCIL

THE proposal for the establish;'
ment of a Loan Council to

control the borrowin~~ of the
Canadian Provinces is now being
actively discussed.

This proposal is of such impor-
tance that we find 'it, alrnost;
impossible to believe that all
available advice will not be taken
on the bearings of it, whether it be
accepted or not, since it affords a
clear indication of the policy which
is to be pursued to remove from
the Canadian Provinces any auto-
nomy in regard to their financial
affairs.

The implications of the proposal
will' be discussed in next week's
issue of SOCIAL CREDIT, in an
article specially written by Major
Douglas. \

LOAN

Exchequer has been claiming a return to-
Prosperity of so marked a character that he
can scarcely believe it!

It must all be a matter of consciousness. A
sheep-tick probably sees the whole world in
terms of sheep and a mealy bug sees it in
terms of meahes. In the same way a Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer sees only Finance,
and all else in Heaven and Earth and the
Waters under the Earth simply does not
exist for him.

Money Hallows All
-even, the pulling down of All Hallows
Church in the City of London to build a
bank, for such is the proposal reported in
the Evening News of January II. Times
have changed. Once the money-changers
were cast out of the temple; to-day they pull
the temple down to ,build a better, in which
to worship the golden calf.

The Church' of England, under a plan for
the union of benefices, proposes to unite the
benefice of All Hallows with that of an
adjacent church, and, with the money paid
for the site, build new churches in a growing
suburb. Were there a shortage of labour, or
building materials, this course might be
justified, for it may be that churches are
more needed in the suburbs, and the material
of the oid church could be used for one or
more new ones. But there is no such
shortage, there is only a shortage of money
with which to p~y the labour waiting to be
hired and the materials ready to be bought.
. Should this scheme go through-we are
glad to report that it is arousing opposition-
it will be more than just another example
of the trickery by which the banks obtain
real wealth by writing in books figures repre-
senting credit they have filched from the
people, It will be, in fact, the replacement
of a house of God by a "den of thieves."

The Bank Controls Coal
How the Bank of England controls the

Lancashire Coal Industry is clearly described
in "Miners' Two Bob." The coal industry is
interlocked financially with the steel indus-
try, and both are amalgamated and virtually
monopolised by the Lancashire Steel Cor-
poration. This last £4,360,676 concern owns
.all the shares in Rylands Bros., Ltd., and
Whitecross Co., Ltd., of Pearson & Knowles
Engineering Co., Ltd.; an interest in the
United Kingdom Ferro-Manganese Co., Ltd.,
and control over the Wigan Coal Corpora-
tion, Ltd., which supplies the coal it
requires. ,

The Lancashire Steel Corporation is con-
trolled by the Securities Management Trust,
which is controlled by the Bank of England;
for on its Board are Montagu Norman, Sir
Andrew Rae Duncan and Lord Hyndley, all
directors of the Bank of England.

Thus the Bank of England rules the
Lancashire miner. It is also known to be
one of the sternest opponents of the two
~hilling rise which the miners are demand-
mg.

America on the Up-and-Up?
After the distinguished record of our own

valiant National Government which stoutly
resisted abandoning the Gold Standard and
then modestly claimed credit for the good
effects of the catastrophe, it is hardly sur-
prising that Mr. Roosevelt is staking his
claims 'to the so-called recovery in America.

"To the outsider," says the Observer's New
York correspondent, "the fact of recovery is
more significant than the arguments as to
what brought it about."

But perhaps "fact" is the wrong word to,
use. "A considerable shadow," he says,
"prevents the picture from being altogether
satisfactory. This is the tremendous volume
of unemployment. One in four of the
normally employed is out of work; and one
out of seven of the entire population is sub-
sisting in some form or other on Government
relief."

Unemployment has declined from
15,470,000in March, 1933, to 11,650,000,.yet
simultaneously there has been "a mounting
increase in' persons seeking Government
relief." For the first half of the fiscal year, '
expenditure on relief totalled twice as much

-as reserves;
:

What is Malnutrition?
For some time past the Featherstone

Education Committee has been worried
about the feeding of their necessitous school-
children. Some members of the committee
thought that too many children were being
fed so the West Riding County authorities
were asked to have another medical examina-
tion with a view to reducing the numbers.
This was done, and the result is there are
more, not less, children on the meal list.
From 270 in October they have increased to
450.

The curious thing is that some of the
under-fed children certified as suffering from
malnutrition belong to the best families:
they are evidently getting the wrong sort of
food.

This clearly shows the effects of Finance.
If industry were run on rational lines, pro-
ducers and retailers. would provide nothing
but food of! good quality.' But as things are,
they provide the sort of food which they
think will yield them the highest profits. Thus
the initiative does not come from the buying
public, nor even from the suppliers of food,
but from Finance. And Finance is not
interested in the satisfaction of public needs,
but only in getting the figures Iright.

The Perils of Motherhood
Dr. Eileen M. Warren.iof Eastcote, Middle-

sex, told a conference on maternal mortality
in Manchester that nearly half the cases of
maternal mortality were believed to be pre-
ventable, even under present social condi-
tions. But whereas the death-rate of prac-
tically every disease had gone down, the
maternal mortality' figures had risen
steadily for the last four years.

Actual figures, she said, were hard to
obtain, but in Liverpool and Glasgow
statistics showed that between thirty and
thirty-five per cent. of women were suffer-
ing from some sort of ill-health after child-
birth.

This problem of dying mothers has .been
confused and obfuscated by medical specula-
tions as to the cause. Obviously it would
not be diplomatic to let the public think
that these tragedies are almost wholly due
to extreme poverty; that is not at all a nice
thought. But unfortunately Mrs, Baldwin,
by her experiments in the Rhondda Valley,
has proved that this is precisely what they
are due to. Among mothers who were given
special food and treatment, deaths fell prac-
tically to zero.
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By D. Beamish

I,T has been discovered that "the industrial
countries need a fuller and richer diet"

and that "the agricultural countries are not
less in need of raising their standard of liv-
ing by the use of the manufactured articles
which give greater comfort and make labour
less exacting . . . It cannot be beyond the
capacity of statesmanship to organise the
exchange." So said the Daily Telegraph not
long ago.

If the problem were considered simply as
one of providing people with what they want,
it would have been solved long ago, but all
sorts of irrelevant matters are introduced
into it, chief among them being work and
morality.

Why Grow Potatoes?
Work is a means to an end, just as a spade

or a fork is a tool for, let us say, digging
potatoes. If by some means or other pota-
toes could be brought to the surf~ce without
digging, we should not be so foolish as to go
hungry while they rotted on the ground
because .we held that the chief reason for
growing potatoes shoul.d, be the moral dis-
cipline derived from uSlllg spades and forks

If people who desired to buy a house. or
have electricity installed, had fir~t to furnish
satisfactory evidence of unimpeachable
.moral character, the work of builders land
electricians would be hampered, but that
would not imply any "building problem" or The Road To Heaven
an "electricity problem." - What then is the difference between the

There is n? "problem of food. consumr people of this happy island and the unem-'
tion." !here IS the proble~ of gettIng peop e ployed people of London, Birmingham,
to. realise that, as there IS ple-?-ty of every- Manchester and Tolpuddle? Well, the out-
thing, both actually and po~ent~ally, and the standing difference between them appears to
.labour of the whole population IS not nee?ed be that the healthy, happy, harmonious and
to produce t~at plenty, th~se ~hose serv~ces law-abiding folk of Lord Howe Island have
are not r~qUlred must receive incomes with- 'incomes, arid that the unhealthy, unhappy,
out working for' them. quarrelsome and criminal people of. London

d arid Manchester have not. I"' I. the practically unlimited' producing capacity
Mur er. f d hi h th. . , . " Human nature IS probably very much the R CROWTHER is robabl familiar 0 mo e,rn.power-mac nery on t. eo er.

Very rp.any people find this qUite shockl-?-g, same in both laces but the inhabitants of M . ." P y , . He considers that the first object of our
and cannot be brought to contemplate WIth h . I d Pd' h' h ~ f ' to most SOCIalCrediters through hIS, industrial system is "to produce as many as.'. I I t e ISan para ise ave t e means 0 trans- ., . ' .
equani~ity. th~ t~rr.Ible r~sk o~ who esa elating friendly feelings into friendly ac~ons, attacks. on Major Douglas m the News- pOSSl.ble"of 'the goods.! and se~vIces we
demoralisation If dividends were Issued toi~ll while the' unemployed and poverty-stricken Chronicle of May, 1934. I do not know reqUire.. .In ~ther, words he t~mks t~at
to enable them to ?uy the goods now b: g of this industrialised island of ours are con- whether that opera-boufje performance con- product1~m IS still a problem. l It IS nothing
destroyed and restncted. They even consider demned to irritate, torment and oppress each stitutes Mr. Crowther's sole claim as an of the kind. We have solv~d that rro~lem
that death would be preferable. They do other because they lack the means to live . id I hi' th though we have not, yet decided to distribute
not of course say so but as Shakespeare decentlv and II ' economist, but eVI ent y s Views are e the glut •, , " ecent y an we. "'d d 'b A th . .ointed out "he takes my life who doth take '. . .,' kind whic~ are .consl ere, y, u onty to , That I, am, not, misre:presenting Mr.
fhe means 'whereby I live," arid those w~' 'Nanon:al"DlVldemls '~ulrr"--s-upply-" ·'those -be~good Ton.tFsmce he-ha's b:een;;errabled' to~ Crowtller i8,-t""thiilk;' sliown-' by the asser
deny the right of ac~ess to ~he mean.s of liv- means and make th~m ~s healthy, happy broadc~;t ten lengthy talks. on W~ys and tion in his second talk that production has
ing to those without industrial work, m effect and care-free as the Idyllic dwellers by the M;eans, subsequently pnnted III the increased only two per cent. each year for the
'deny them life. Tasman Sea. Listener of October 9 to Dece~ber I I, 1935· last 50 years, and in his seventh talk that
~~~~=================~=================,Mr.Crowili~Marm~~~~uthu~ ~~~~~~~fucrfugyi~~oo~d

~ill not enter ~nto co~troversy a.bout de~ects have leisure and luxury for all if we used the,
III the economic machine, but WIllexplain to potentialities of the machine to the full."
us how, the machine works. In effect, he What he should have said is that, whilst our
says to us: "Gather round, children, and standard of living may have doubled in the
Uncle Geoffrey will tell you a nice story past half century, our power to produce has
about E-CO-NOM-ICS, so that you can increased at least 50 times, or in other
understand that everything is for the BEST." words that the individual Briton has beep

His first talk deals with the National defrauded of over 90 per cent. of the
Income and the purpose of an industrial possible increase. The core of his confusion
system. He defines the former as "the pro- is perhaps shown by the following gem: "If
ducts of Briti~~ industry, together with the I machines are on the who~e displacing m.en,
services of British labour," and later (Talk we would find the production of goods gOlllg
No.6) varies his definition to read: "The up while employment went down. But in
National Income really consists of all goods point of fact they both go up or down
and services available for the citizens of the together." I ' :
nation in a year." What he fails to point I 'should have thought that .even the

, out is that there is a vast difference between village idiot would see that industry produces
our actual and our potential production. goods only if it sees a reasonable chance of
The former depends on what industry can selling them; that selling depends on the
sell in existing circumstances, which is obvi- public having adequate incomes to buy the
ously conditioned by the purchasing power goods; and that when purchasing power
of the consumer; the latter is limited only by shrinks (e.g., by reason of unemployment)
the wants of the public on the one hand and production necessarily contracts. K.M.

(To be continued)

IS PARADISE. , .~.

SHOT

IMMORAL
Paradise or Hell ? ,

There is an island in the Tasman Sea
where two hours work a week provides every-
body with a living, and where poverty is
unknown. Its name is Lord Howe Island,
but it has been called "An Island Paradise.')
But why not "An Island Hell"? Surely a
land where there is so little work must be a
terrible place, a hotbed of vice, and Satan
must find plenty of mischief for so many
idle hands to do?

But no, it appears, quite the contrary. The
palm seed (the island provides palms for
practically the entire world) is a public mono-
poly and the income from its sale maintains
the entire population in a unique communal
life of unusual charm. The people are

,healthy and live very harmoniously together;
social life is simple and pleasant, hospitality
and friendliness universal. Rats constitute
the only problem.

The people of this halcyon place, although
they are practically unemployed-for what is
two hours' work a week?-appear to com-
pare favourably with our own unemployed,
who are often morose, unsociable and un-
healthy, and even appear quite frequently
in the police courts on charges of petty
larceny, wife beating, cruelty to children,
and even attempted suicide and murder.

AND SHELL
Mussolini as Currency Controller. New Over 40 million pounds have now been

Department will not allow Italian citizens to invested, in Fixed Trust securities. This
decide what purchases to make abroad, but amount has been utilised mainly to purchase
will use foreign trade as a political weapon.- prominent industrial securities. - "Daily
"D(lily Telegraph," January 3, 1936. Telegraph," January 2, 1936.

* * * * * *\

World visible supplies of wheat at the close
of 1935 stood at the lowest figure in, eight
years, ending the year on a satisfactory
note ...

In Canada, though her visible supply
remains higher than in any previous year,
the margin between the current total and

Covent Garden Properties are about to issue those of earlier years is now rapidly dis-
[2,500,000 First Debenture stock of four per .appearing as the dominion situation emerges
cent. Of this, one million will repay the five from the cloud which has encompassed it so
per cent. Debentures, the second million will long ...
repay the four and a half per cent. Deben- The New Year opens with signs of a
tures, and the balance of [500,000 will be broadening of demand coinciding with the
used to repay a bank loan. - "Daily Tele- prospect of the smallest Argentine crop in
graph," January 2, 1936. many years.-"Financial Times," January 3·

The staff of Lloyds Bank are still suffering
from fifteen wage cuts and reductions
Following the refusal of the chairman to
meet the staff guild, the question will be
raised by the employees at the annual
meeting.-"Daily Express," January 3, 1936.

* * *
Wimbledon electricity department will

return [23,000 to their consumers, by a 25
per cent. discount to prompt payers.-"Daily
Express," January 2, 1936.

* * *
The total of cheque clearances for the

whole country for 1935 is gj.ven as
[37,559,751,000, an increase on last year of
[2,075,594,000, or 5.8 per cent, - "Daily
Express," January 2, 1936.

* \* *
Whisky is being produced in Japan at

IS. 8d. per bottle, for sale in Ceylon. Ceylon
is accordingly producing a prohibitive duty
on Japanese whisky. - "Daily Express,"
January I, 1936. "

* * *
Doses of caviare daily for a month have

cured 17 babies out of. 20 of rickets.-"Daily
Express," January I, 1936.

* *
The new Money Payments Act is intended

to reduce the number of people - about
20,000 a year-at present imprisoned for
debt.-"Daily Express," January I, 1936.

* * *

Loans sanctioned by the Ministry of Health
from April, 1935, total nearly 26 million
pounds, as against 19 millions last year. -
"Daily Telegraph," January 3, 1936.

LITTLE MAN-WHAT
NOW?

Along tattered gaudiness of Strand
wander man with bundle clutched to
breast, woman pushing skeleton of
pram.
, Bundle is sickly child, dough-faced;
woman's stockings cluster round feet,
remnants of boa encircle neck. Both
pause irresolutely now and then for
alms. Push pram quickly when police-

'man comes in sight. Woman has
matches. Seems hard on the baby
keeping parents at its age. I ','

Furtive couple. No sympathy wasted/
on them. But they stare up at Christ"
mas trees lit on St. Martin's steps. And
in their faces=-wistful, puzzled-is that
which makes you shrug your shoulders,
shake your head. Something wrong
with a world spawning beggars like
that. Not fair. - Gordon Beckles in
"Daily Express," January I, 1936.

?•
For New Readers

THE BASIS OF NATIONAL' DIVIDENDS
SOCIAL Credit is the credit which society driver can do, and why he can do itl He

builds up when its individual members could not make an engine from its raw
.co-operate in industrial activity. ,materials of ore and coal. It has taken

If people were all to work independently generations of men working in association
to gain their, own food, clothing and shelter, to evolve the modern railway locomotive.
as they did in primitive times, there would 0

be no social credit, only individual credit. ~C.?"lC.?"lC.?"lC.?"lC.?"lC.?"lC.?"lC.?"lC.?"lC.?"lC.?"lC.?"lC.?"lC.?"l<6'

The first necessity of man for mere exis- § , ~
tence is to consume. To keep body and § WHAT IS SOCIAL CREDIT? §
soul together he must eat. To do more than §
that, "to live," as distinct from merely "to § The power to monetise Real §
exist," he must consume more than food. § Wealth is the power of Credit §
H~ must have clothing,. shelter, and .oth:r § and if that power is soci 11' §
things. In order that hIS energy, which IS § ... ~Ia y
renewed daily, may be used up, he must be ow~ed, then It 15 SOCIalCredit.v-> §
active, mentally or physically, or both. § lvlaJor C. H. Douglas. §

Man is different from the beasts in having § §
reasoning power and conscious intelligence. 6»C.?"lC.?"lC.?"lC.?"lC.?"lC.?"lC.?"lC.?"lC.?"l(G?lC.?"lC.?"lC.?"lC.?"lCG?:

To use his, energy to the best advantage,
t~erefore, he ~~nts c::ontinually t~ see new I It is this willing association of I_TIenthat
SIghts and partlCIpate in new expenences. has produced the abundance which men

He theref~re co-operates wi~h his fellow I themselv~s are now ~rying to destroy instead
men to provide these. Men differ from one of to enjoy l Was It not Mr. Cordell Hull,
another in tastes and abilities. There is an the American Secretary of State, who talked
almostInfinite diversity, which, organised in about "burdensome surpluses"?
industrial civilisation, can produce an almost What has produced these surpluses ~ this
infinite variety and quantity of things that abundance? To whom do they belong?
can be used, not only for the satisfaction of They are the "unearned increment of
their producers, but of those who want to association"; the profit that comes from
use or consume them. ' organised activity; and they are burdensome

Working together in close association, only because they are not got rid of. They
men can produce far more and diverse are the result of social credit, and they can
things than working in isolation from one be passed on, to the individuals that make
another. One man can make what another. up society, by means of National Dividends
cannot. One man can do what would be The basis of National Dividends is Socia
impossible without the aid of a thousand Credit; and National Dividends should, be
others-as, for instance, the driver of a rail- money to buy the surpluses which, when
way locomotive. c there is still poverty, are wrongly called

Think, for a moment, what an engine, burdensome .

Mr. Geoffrey Crowther Broadcasts

ABUNDANCE THREATENS
DISTRESS

National Dividends the Way Ou,t

A CHRISTIAN'S RESOLUTIONS
Reprints of the Dean of

Canterbury's Message
We have received a number ~f

requests to reprint the whole 'page of
SOCIALCREDITof January 10, contain-
ing the article on New Resolutions by
the' Dean, Shot and Shell, and the
measures against the French Wine
Glut. We are 'prepared to consider
this provided we receive sufficient
orders to make the printing cost
economic. Readers are requested to
send a postcard stating, how many
reprints they would like. See letter
'on page 183.

protect us ... Surely there are sufficient dis-
tressed areas as it is without adding any
more to their number.

We have replaced a large part of our
machinery by the very latest equipment.
Mr. /. e. Cox, chairman, at the annual meet-
ing in London on January 13 of Jute
Industries Limited (Dundee).

In 1890 there were 7,964 looms in Calcutta.
I . . . To-day there are 60,397 .... Foreign
countries which used to be our customers ...
have 'established mills and factories of their
own. The position at the moment is that
the machinery in Calcutta is more than suffi- I !
cient on a 40 hours per week basis to provide
for the present export requirements of the
world ... There appears to be no limit to the
increase in production which may arise.

The Indian Jute Mills Association has
since 1921regulated production ... the asso-
ciation realises that the only way to prevent
a still further expansion is to endeavour to
make the industry less profitable.

The direct result of an outpouring of pro-
duction will stimulate a demand for the raw
material, and this, on a crop which is for the

,second year in succession being restricted,
will surely result in a rise in price.

The position is undoubtedly a serious one
... but I can hardly conceive of our Govern-
ment failing to take resolute measures to
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Overseas Notes

The E11lpire and .the Octopus
[These notes were .written before the

appearance of two consecutive 'articles on the
proposed Canadian Loan Council, published
in "The Times" on January 13 and 14·]

IMPROVED processes lead to unemploy-
ment, which leads to a progressive decrease

in buying power on the part of the public,
. which in its turn leads to the eventual neces-
sity for governments to increase the burden
of taxation wherever it will not be actively

, resented. This increase in taxation is
excused partly on the grounds that interest
on past loans must be maintained at all
costs, but also because it is agreed that those
unfortunate people who can no longer find
paid work in the industrial system cannot be
allowed to starve.

The Choice I The only item of news of general interest
If Canadians lik.e the prospect of mounting from N ew Zealan~ since the elections i~ to

debts and taxes, mcreas~d rioting of unem- I th.e . effect that SIX of the. new cabinet
pl~yed, loss ?f p~rsol'_lalliberty, and regimen- ~mIsters have reaffirme~ their suppo~t of
tanon of .thelr dally lives "for their own good" the .co~~rol of cr,;dit by .a national
by an allen power, the whole culminating in authority, and also the equauon of pro-
civil or .foreign war, or both, they need not duction and cons~mption." The report
do a thmg about it, for it will come of its suggests that there IS bound to be consider-
own accord. If they don't want these things able pressure on the party leaders by the
they will have ~o demand what they do want, "left" ~ing,. w~ch is s~illattached to the idea
and stop argumg about methods; otherwise of nationalisation of industry.
they are lost. \ "No argument," says the '
Westem Producer, "can dissipate the prime
fact . tJ:at if th~ Provinces yield to the
Dominion s~zeramty over financial matters,
then they r.ill have ~acrifi~ed the last vestige
of power that remains with them which is
of any consequence at all. The voice which
suggests this drastic change may be the voice
of the Federal Government, but the hand
behind it is the bankers."

both we and Canadians live, will before long
render it "imperative" for the Provinces to
lose their few remaining scraps of genuine
self-government, with the national govern-
ment acting as policemen for the finance
council, itself the extension of the super-
national central bank. "Those who control
the credit of the nation direct the policy of
governments, and hold in the hollow of their
hands the destiny of the people."

"Passing the Buck"
In Canada, "relief" is paid either by muni-

cipalities, by Provinces, or by the Federal
Government. Since under a system of
artificially restricted credit the smallest unit
feels the draught first, the municipalities have
been putting what pressure they can on the
Provincial Governments, either to take on a
larger share of relief charges, or else to turn
over the revenue from increased taxation to
the municipalities themselves to administer.
As in any case there is now practically
nothing fresh left to tax, the assumption is
that existing taxes will be increased. But
beyond a certain point this course has
notoriously the opposite effect to that Puppets
intended, al'_ld r~suhi in smaller receipts As f?r Australia, wJ:ich is. a step nearer
together with increased unemployment. perfection from the pomt of VIeWof finance,
Faced, therefore, with, the im_possibility of the Loan Council allocates the grants to
increasing taxes and the neceSSIty of obtain- States as it chooses, although it goes through
ing larger revenues, the Provinces have had the motions of letting the Premiers debate
no option _but to ask in their turn for an the size' of their respective scraps. If only
increased appropriation from Ottawa. the total ,were fixed beforehand that would

Since the man who pays the piper calls be b.a~ ~nough, but as it is the depths of
the tune; the Federal Government has shown humiliation are plumbed annually by the
a disposition, in this case as in others, to State Premiers, who have not even the melan-
exact a quid pro quo. It takes the form of choly satisfaction of doing each other down.
further encroachment on Provincial rights, The Melbourne correspondent 'of The
which were insufficiently defined by the Times discusses the grievances likely to be
British North America Act at the time when raised at the conference of Premiers to be
Canada became a Confederation, nearly held shortly at Hobart, and continues: "The
seventy years ago. As a.result of the recent length to which Western Australia went in
Premiers' Conference in Ottawa, "75 per cent. an attempt to force secession was a reflex of

, increased ,grants in aid, for .direct .relief by acute, hostility towards the Commonwealth.
the Federal Government to the Provinces" It is not widely appreciated that some of the

,were announced as an interim measure by other States are almost as hostile, although,
the Prime Minister.' "The Premier," reports they see no hope of a solution by breaking

. the Edmonton Journal, "laid stress on the up the Federation. The Tasmanian Govern-
fact- that at the conference al~ the nine Pro- ment has just issued its own 'case' against
vinces agreed to the appomtment of a the Commonwealth. In this it declares that,
41ational commission on employment and unless there is a thorough overhaul of the

, relief on the distinct understanding that the financial relations between the Common-
'Provinces and municipalities will submit to wealth and the States, it will be impossible
careful and complete supervision of all relief to prevent the disintegration of the Federa-
expenditures by this new commission." (My tion." He concludes: "By deciding to meet
italics.). in Hobart in January and not to invite repre-

. Goats I sentatives of the Federal Government, the
'A f hI' . . State Governments give the appearance of

s or t e centra government, It IS a goat bei . d f he I. il b 1" h I I 'h' 1 I emg lea y to orce t e Issue. The Com-on a Simi ar ut s Ig t y onger c am tnan . . . .h .. I hi h" . monwealth, however, is zn a strong posueor:
t e prOVinCia goat, w IC In ItS turn IS I ( it I') d 1 d". . my 1 a ICS an las a goo case.allowed a few more inches of liberty than
the municipal kid. Under the present
system Ottawa has no option but to make
increased supervision of, provincial govern-
ment the condition of every new grant or
loan, since it stands itself in the same relation
to the' Bank of Canada (and through it to the
Bank of England) as the municipality does
to the province and the province to Ottawa.
I have confined these remarks to the question
of relief, but this subject is outstanding at
the moment only in proportion as destitute
men in the middle of a Canadian winter are
apt to grow careless of the financial conven-
tions and make active trouble. The. loan
system with its absurdities embraces every
side of national and local governrrient, and
serves to underline the fact that finance is
self-centralising, oblivious of human values,
utterly ruthless.

Relief problems were uppermost at the
Premiers' conference, then, because 'starving
men are no respecters of persons, and because
the use of machine-guns, as opposed to their
manufacture and sale, is still unpopular in
"democratic" countries. This does not mean
that the larger question of a "national finance
council," on the model of the Australian
Loan Council, has been or will be by any
means neglected. . Far from it. The pro-
posal was made in last year's Budget speech.
Not long ago Sir Charles Gordon of the Bank
of Montreal said, speaking at the annual
meeting, "The situation has become so
serious that it is now imperative that some
form of control and supervision shall be set
up over the financing commitments both of
Provinces and municipalities, since these are
no longer of local but of national concern"
(Ottawa Citizen). What this means in plain
English is that the debt system, under which

The Way Out
If a government has "a good case," why is

it necessary to add that it is in "a "Strong
position"? The, answer is, of course, that
behind the Commonwealth is the money
monopoly with its usurped powers, both
financial and, in the last resort, physical.
Until the Australian people impose their will
(as they quite certainly can through a cam-
paign to demand results) on those who should
be their servants, but are at present their
masters, they will remain a lap ahead of the
Canadian people in the race for the slave
state. Their hopes of better things depend
for their realisation on the courage and
determination of a few individuals such as
the Tasmanian Premier, combined with the
pressure on them for results of a united and
determined electorate. Latest' reports of the
Electoral Campaign in Western Australia
show that "the response of the electors to the
elector's demand is better than the most
optimistic expectations." It's results that
count.

Toronto
In addition to the four States ofAustralia

which are either carrying on with, or about to
undertake the Electoral Campaign, the
Canadian Provinces of British Columbia and
Ontario must be added to the roll of honour.
The former's campaign was referred to in
Overseas Notes for July 12, 1935; I have
since then received the "Elector's demand
and undertaking" of the Douglas Social
Credit Association of Toronto, together with
particulars of its method of canvassing. This
is known as the "panel" system, and has been
partly developed from that in use in British

Columbia. and partly from this country.
Essentially it consists in a "snowball" method
of small meetings in private houses, develop-
ing from each other until a large area is
adequately covered, together with the obtain-
ing of signed pledge forms on the spot. Those
who are prepared in their turn to act as
"panel leaders" are enrolled at the same time,
and the work should go on without the
necessity for more than a very occasional
public meeting to rouse or maintain interest.
It will be interesting to khow how this
method, which is held to be the most suitable
to, local conditions, compares with our own
in the rate of obtaining signed pledges.

New Zealand

This is a free country, thank heaven, where
people are preserved from hearing a whisper
of financially unorthodox opinions over .the
air, unless closely followed by a sterilising
counterblast from, the big bellows of finance.

Press Items.
Random items from the press. Three long

and impartial articles on Social Credit in
Alberta by a staff correspondent of the
Christian Science Monitor. A single article,
including list of recommended literature, in
the South African Farmer, a bilingual
fortnightly from Pretoria, Transvaal. An
irreverent article on Roger Babson making a
syndicated fool of himself over Social Credit,
in the Llano Colonist) Louisiana.

J.D.B.

AN ECONOMIC RIDDLE
IVENERATE economists

As very learned blokes,
But when in paradox they speak

Their meaning ott I vainly seek,
Suspecting subtle jokes.

They say tne whole world's down and out;
But here's what I can't see:

If every land, beyond all doubt,
In all the earth is up the spout-

Then who's the mortgagee?

Do we owe money in the moon,
Or some' celestial land?

Or have we creditors in Mars,
Or other fixed and unfixed stars,

Who hold our notes of hand?
If not, why all the fuss and fret?

I've conned' it o'er and o'er,
And find no clear solution yet.
If all the earth is deep in debt,

Who IS the creditor?

When men go into bankruptcy,
The I case is plain as day:

What is not in the dear wife's name,
Grim creditors will promptly claim,

And assets melt away.
But when a whole wide world's in

And cannot raise the tin,
Here's where I half suspect a joke:
When all the earth goes stoney broke,

Who puts the bailiffs in?
Farming

soak,

First.

Father Coughlin

In so far as foreign trade goes, Russian
finance is strictly orthodox. The People's
Commissar for Foreign Trade, Mr. A. P.
Rosengoltz, announces with satisfaction that,
"while in 1931 there was an unfavourable
trade balance of 293 million roubles, in 1933
this was converted into a favourable trade
balance of 147 million roubles, in 1934 of 186
million roubles, and in the first nine months
of the current year [1935] the favourable
trade balance' was eighty-four million
roubles." During the same period, foreign
indebtedness has decreased from 1>400
million roubles to 139 million roubles.

This is quite praiseworthy, but is the pro-
cess going to stop when Russia acquires a
small floating credit abroad for emergencies?
It may, but there is no indication of such
intentions, and indeed it all depends upon
whether Russians are enabled to purchase
all they can produce. .That we will consider
later. .

Meantime, what is the· official Russian
attitude towards gold, the use of which in a
money system has been described by one of
our own (perfectly orthodox) economists as
"a barbarous relic."

"In addition to the favourable trade

SOVIET FINANCE
IT has been stated that "the eyes of the balance, . the U.S.S.R. has witnessed a huge

, fool are on the ends of the earth"; whether increase in the production of gold, which
this is true or not, it is unquestionably the amounts to more than one hundred million
fact that every financial government to-day roubles a year, and which has raised the
concentrates, its attention on its relations U,S.S.R. to the second place in the world as
~ith the rest of the ~orld,. <l;ndsubordinates a gold-pr.oducing, cou~try" (A. P..Rosengoltz).
its duty at home to its affairs abroad. So According to the' Financial Times, "more
long as a foreigner can be induced to take than 300,000 independent prospectors, includ-
its goods, it is of small moment whether the ing many part-time amateurs, have been
home consumer gets an adequate supply. allowed to search for gold, and have been
Tl:e sale of British coal abroad at subsidised granted f~od, housing and ?th~r privileges."
pnces far below those charged to thehome And RUSSIahas stubbornly insisted that her
consumer, is a notorious example. currency ~has remained "on the gold stan-

The altruistic appearanc!,! of this pro- dard," though the facts prove the contrary.
cedure is spoilt when we remember that the The Financial Times also quotes extensive
foreigner would rather not have the goods, figures to show that the cost of food in
since to him, under the present arrange- Russia is considerably higher than in this
ments, they spell unemployment and an count~y. Since the average yearly money
"unfavourable" trade balance. wage III Russia is 2,050 roubles, equivalent

This tendency is so general that it might at the new rate to £85, on 33/- weekly, the
almost be made a test of the financial standard of living of millions of workers
orthodoxy of any government-a test which I must be low indeed. However, Russians are
it is interesting to apply to the affairs of the accustomed to such conditions, which are at
U.S.S.R. Many people are still inclined to any rate partially due to lack of economic
believe that the Russian experiment is an development; the real question is, whether
enlightened attempt at democracy, and that they are in a position to purchase all they
Communism, as there interpreted, involves can produce and. thus become progressively
new methods of finance and a square deal bet~er off as their country improves econ-
for the individual Russian. The prevailing omically, '
low standard of living they attribute, with ,
some success, to the undeveloped state of the All Is Not Well
country, and insist that, as development pro-
ceeds, the new arrangements will produce an
earthly Paradise.

Orthodox Methods

A Detroit message says: "The Rev. Charles
E. Coughlin announced that 40,000 volunteer
unpaid organisers were working in communi- '
ties throughout the United States organising
groups of 100 to 250 supporters of congres-
sional candidates who will support the
nationalisation of the currency." Pending,
confirmation of this message, it seems likely'
that nationalisation of credit is the phrase
intended, since Father Coughlin has often
used it, rather than the other. In any case
40,000 is a figure to make our mouths
water from the point Of view of the Electoral
Campaign. We mayor may not have a
Father Coughlin among us; what is certain
is that the B.B.C. would never be allowed to
grant him such facilities for broadcasting.

No evidence has been published as yet to
'show that the Soviet economists are using

the national credit to supplement consumer
incomes in order to liquidate the otherwise
irrecoverable portion of cost-a portion that
must grow steadily as the country becomes
more industrialised. If they are subsidising
the consumer at all-a fact which is difficult
to determine owing to lack of information
as to their costing processes-they must be
adding the amount to their internal debt
and merely postponing the evil day of
reckoning by taxation and forced contribu-
tions to State loans. Indeed, the fact that
further development is partly financed by
more or less compulsory private savings is
evidence that the money system must shortly
give trouble.

The Communist theory notwithstanding,
there are few signs that the State is being run
for the individual; most of the, available
evidence points the other way. And if it
be urged that this is due to the economic
exigencies of the situation, what· of the
Marxist cli,ctum that no party will give' up
power unless forced to do so? It looks as
if the Russian has yet another revolution to
look forward to; in any case, unless his
money system is altered he will find him-
self - after all his efforts and Five Year
Plans - in the same predicament as the
Western nations, starving in the midst of
plenty.

R. L. NORTHRIDGE.
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G. W. L. DAY on:· , ~'

BRIGHTER
EVERY temporal' kingdom in history place on the rails as votive offerings. Not I Think of the thrill of pride in reading

has taken care to stage occasional only will the entire police force of every that Larwood. had bowled the Australian
displays of pomp and. pageantry. C?nq~er- pl.ace along the rou.te turn out to guard the captain for only two pound~, ten, or that

I'ing Caesars made tnumphal enrnes m~o tnu~phal processIOn, but ~ll the most England had hit up a magnificent fortune
their captured cities. Monarchs had th~u fanatical followers of gold in each area of [IO,OOO!

, Fie~ds of the Clot~ of Oold, Th~ NaZiS, traversed! namely the under-world char- Even the 'Varsity Boat Race might be
~ Sov~ets and 1!as:l~ts ha~e their mass acters, WIll be placed under temporary worth Front Page space if we could read
~ rallies and semi-military displays. arrest. . that the Cambridge Crew were about to

I But Finance usually wields its power ~nd .News IS,~ot yet to han~ whet~ler the distribute a 100 per cent. bonus,' or
manifests its glory in secret. Its. :HIgh fll.r For~e Willpatrol the ra~way line, b~t that Oxford was to be granted a loan by
Priests 'flit mysteriously from capital to It ISunhkely ~hat the Amencan Fleet w~ll the Bank of England on the understand-
capital, cloaked under assume~ names an.d ,play any co~sIderable part or that leave m ing that Sir Otto Niemeyer was to act

I
wearing false beards and whiskers. All IS the Army :nIll be stopped. as coach.
dark and inscrutable Some there are Meanwhile the Bank of England has Thi k f h f. '. ' b dverti .. .. n , too, 0 t e amount 0 space
who swear they have been bank directors een a vernsmg ItS new fortifications hi h h P 'devot dl I. , . . w C t e ress evotes so nee ess to
flying to hold their Witches sabbath on which have taken three years to complete, lizi bi H I" hYI

. while the Bank of France has been bur _ re gIOUSsu Jects. ow can re IgIOn .ep
broomsticks . . . . ing its gold in vaults under a subterranean to balance our Budget_? It r:eeds puttmg :oJ

But although these horrors cast a 1 k hi _L b h zed . h on a proper commercial baSIS. Even the ~
I ' ff . d f Iter a e, w len can e superc arge Wit .. f . ~sa utary e ect on income-tax e au ters hi h . " f SIckliest 0 our Sunday papers might be

f . . . g -pressure steam or pOison-gas at a ew ... - ~and monetary re ormers, It lS not qUIte . , . " worth reading If they informed us that
bli di I' mmutes' notice. 'enough. A more pu c ISPay IS some- If ft II thi d' k the Pope had ag'reed to form a merger v. . ' a er a IS an one oesn t now . . ~

times necessary to Impress the vulgar 1 . .ed h Y ld' h with the Anglo-Catholics and to' break up ~. W len uesnone t at 0 IS t e most ' .crowd, some stately ceremonial to dazzle . q thi g h h ill b all redundant churches; or that a financial '
I . d d fill' . h precIOUS mg on eart, e WI e . .. C}the popu ar mm an It wit awe. lassifi d "M D" d d . commission appointed by Mr. Montazu ~. . c aSSIe as .. an remove In aN' li lizi q vSo it is that the ~ankers in America a~e closed van. orman was to ranona ise re gIOn in ~

staging a nC?blepIece of pagean~ry tl~IS Seeing that money (on a sound basis Scotland. . .. . ~
summer, which WIll long be recited in of gold) is the only thing in the world If t~lese possibilities seem. to you ~
saga and song.. No less than [600,000,~00 that really counts now, it is surprising fantastic, I say that our money-steeped I'
worth of gol~ IS to b~ moved from N.ew what a lot of time we waste in pursuits newspapers of ~~-day would se.em no less
york an~ Philadelphia to .{l__vault which which have no monetary value. Why, fan~astIc to a crnzen ~f the MIddle .Ages.
ISnow bemg cut out of solid rock at Fort can't the popular Press start a campaign Trainloads of ~old might dazzle hi~ as
Knox, Kentucky. to make us more Pound-minded? the TaW matenal for 1,0,000 goldsmiths,

:r:-roeffort will be spared to x:uake ~he Take sport, for instance. Footballers ),)Ut not as .mone~ .. His. idea of the I
show a popular ~uccess. The .trams which have given us a sound lead by selling Import!lnt thmgs of lif~ w.as goo~ crafts-
carry the !precIOUSmetal' m loa~s of their services to the highest bidder and .rnanship, plenty of rollicking holidays, a
£1O,~00,000 or [15,000,000 w.orth. wlll!:>e claiming so many pounds per goal. But square deal for the :u.stomer and a reason- ,
heavily armoured. Each traIl?-will consist cricketers and others still cling to the able standard. <;>flivmg for, the ,:"orker. ~
of three coaches for the bullio~ and two quaint, old-world notion that a game The co~pleXl:tIes of modern ~mance '~

~ Pullman cars for the heavily armed should be played for the fun of the would stnke him as mere murnbo-jumbo. ~

I
guards. thing. Yet it is, absurd to think there is If we have travelled so far since' the ~

They will run to a special time-table any advantage even in winning a Test Middle Ages, where shall we, be in
at a slow and stately speed, to avoid the Match. Does it reduce Income-tax? Does another fifty years? ,Impossible to say. §
rocks and charges of dynamite which the it help British Trade? But if we don't like the direction in which ~

~ devout people of America will no doubt But suppose cricket, were monetised. we are going we 'ought to say so. f!
~MlMl~~MlMlMl~Ml~~~~Ml~~~Ml~~Ml~~~~Ml~8
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STAMP PLENTY modi ties, of cotton ploughed in to the land, and
goods destroyed. Two cases must suffice. They
show the necessity for relating surpluses to total
normal consumption in discussions of Plenty.

Perhaps the ,best known example of the actual
destruction of plenty is the recent burning of coffee
in Brazil. Between 1931 and March, 1954, some '27
million bags of coffee, equivalent to nearly two
years' requirements, were destroyed.· Not every-
body realised that the probable cause of the
whole episode was' an attempt on the part of the
producers, not merely to maintain prices, but to
raise them. The Brazilian Coffee Valorisation
Scheme had the effect of encouraging new plant-
ing, and was responsible for the excess of supply
over demand at that price. The remedy was
wholesale destruction. With a smaller harvest in
1934-5' it was thought that a gradual readjustment
between supply and demand would be brought
about, and a more remunerative level of price.

The excess supply of wheat of late years seems
enormous when stated absolutely in bushels. But
if it is measured in relation to the total consump-

-rion it becomes more reasonable.
But if it is tneasured in relation to

the total consumption it becomes more
reasonable!

This is the last instalment of a commentary by W. L. Bardsley on Sir, Josiah
Stamp's paper before the British Science Guild; under tlie title "The Calculus of Plenty."
(Passages in small type are quotations from Sir Josiah Stamp.) .

Leaflet No. 4
For Recruitlng.e-Conrains a space

for address of local group or supervisor.
For distribution at meetings. or delivery
by post or from door to door after
collecting signed demand forms.
68, for l,OOO(postage 9d.); 3s. for 500 (postage

9d.); IS, 6d. for '250 (postage 4d.); 7d. for
100 (postage 2d.).

Leaflet No. 5
Elector's Demand and Under- ,

taking.-The instrument of the Elec-
toral Campaign. in purple on orange
or purple on white.
(Post free) 7S. 6d. for '1,000; 4s. for 500;

IS. for 100.

Leaflet No. 6
For Personal and Business

Friends.-Not suitable for the house-
to-house canvass, but for use in offices,
factories, or by travellers, or at parties.
Space for 24 slgnatures.
(Carriage extra) '27s. 6d. for 1,000; 3s. for 100;

IS. 6d. for 50; Qd. for 25.

-_/ Leaflet No. 7
For Getting Workers and Funds.
A cheap give-away leaflet which

should attract buyers of the zd, pam-
phlet "How to Get What You Want."
(Post free) 3s. for 1,000 (in lots of 1,000);

smaller quantities at IS. 6d. for '250.

The Dean of Canterbury's Forms.
Combined letter and pledge form.

6s. 6d. a thousand, post free.

Obtainable from the offices of SOCIAL
CRF.n1T. 16"A, Strand, London. W,C.'2.

on

The Inexorable
Sequence

"ONE writer has recorded the inexorable
sequence of events in the following

order: =-depression, poverty, peace, pros-
perity, pride, war, waste, boom, crisis, panic,
and so back to depression and repeat ad
infinitum. A theory which in some respects
reduces life to a futile and depressing busi-
ness, but, since fortunately we are only called
upon to live a day at a time, need not be
taken too literally." (My italics.)

This quotation is from a brochure on
American share market prospects issued by
an investors' advisory bureau. The writer
considers that America is due for a r.eriod
of prosperity and that share values will rise
in consequence; he may be right, for there's

. nothing like war preparations,' except war
itself, to produce prosperity.

The quotation is of particular interest for
two reasons: one, the description of this
tragic sequence as inexorable, and the other,
the introduction of a moral factor "pride"
into the chain of effects.

Gathering Speed
There are no such things as "inexorable

economic laws," the economic system is man-
made, and its so-called laws are but conven-
tions which can and will be changed, when
the demand for a change is sufficiently
insistent.

These effects are inexorable within the
framework of that system, and the period of
this cycle of effects constantly tends to
shorten.

Increasing productivity due to mechanisa-
tion and improved process, constantly
increases the inability of the peoples of all
countries to buy the products of their indus-
tries, and it is this inability, inevitable under
the presentsystem.which induces these tragic
consequences. As a result of this intensifica-
tion the risk of war is introduced into the
sequence at a second and earlier point, that
where depression and poverty rule, for if
these be sufficiently severe, revolution may
threaten, and a foreign war actually for
export markets, nominally for "national
honour," "security of frontiers" or what you
will, may be chosen in preference. The
Italian attack on Abyssinia is an example
of such a war, for it is beyond question
that it followed a period of intense and

. growing depression,

WE do not know enough of the basic laws
of society to say with confidence, for an

individualistic community, that, it could ever
proceed upon an unvarying economic course, upon
an eternal even keel.

Nobody in their senses would ever have
such an objective, so why introduce it at all,
unless with the intention of confusing the
issue?

Something in collective psychology, especially
given a predisposing accidental variation from with-
out, like' a good or bad harvest or an invention,
starts up a rhythm of less and more, a cycle of
boom and depression.

Let us have three guesses at what that
"something" is. Is it the mysterious influence
of the periodical variation in the spots on the
sun? Is it a wave of pure cussedness which
overcomes all mortals except good and wise
'bankers? Or is it just an out-of-date financial
system?

The 'cycle of less and more' is reminiscent
of Wordsworth's 'High heaven rejects the
lore of nicely calculated less or more: Does
Sir Josiah Stamp know better?

Let it be supposed that this rhythm is natural
and essential to ultimate progress ... that at the
peak 100 machines of a particular type are needed,
but at the valley only 90 . . . What is the fair
point from which to measure ... unused "plenty"?
Clearly not 100, but 95 at most.
Measure, measure, count your treasure,
Calculation's such a pleaeure.

Count your blessmgs to' make sure,
In delay there lies no plenty,
Stop and count from one to twenty,

That's the stuff to keep us pure.
Fourth-F orm Economics

Pride or Productivity?·
Pride has little or nothing to do with such'

wars and only those deceived by talk of
"national honour" would regard it as a factor
of importance: this is true also of wars follow-
ing periods of prosperity. During boom
periods productive capacity increases rapidly
until a point is reached where capital works
-the building of roads, new factories, houses,
and in due course of armaments-slow up.
and in consequence consumer demand
shrinks rapidly, a slump threatens, and
results in an intensification of the fight for
export markets in which to sell the ever-
increasing quantity of goods unsaleable at
home.

C I d I This is' the danger-point, and armed
( onc tl eel) . war, which is but the logical extension of the

economic war that goes on all the time, may
break out. Such a war may well' come when
the rearmament programmes now being
undertaken by all nations near completion;
alternatively it may be an outcome of the
pr.esent Abyssinian conflict, of Japan's
attempt to monopolise the Chinese market,
or of an attempt by Germany to expand east-
wards to secure new markets and divert
attention from increasing misery at home.

The permutations and combinations of
circumstances which might precipitate war
arc innumerable, but the circumstances are
not primary causes, for they in turn are the
product of a financial system, which, by fail-
ing to distribute sufficient purchasing power
in the home market to buy the goods pro-
duced, makes wars inevitable.

anyone at all, let alone The British Science
Guild. If he does know the answer, this is
the devil's advocacy. ,

The answer is that unemployment is a sign
of progress and should be paid dividends.

It may be demonstrated tbat another million
people would travel if rail fares were reduced one-
half, and that indeed, filling the trains involves
very little extra cost . . . But if the existing ten
million travellers have to be given the same
reduction of fares, the gross receipts are grea tl y
reduced, and the net profit too.

The device known as the Compensated
Price which completely solves the difficulty
quoted here has been before the public for
some eighteen years. ,

To produce an extra million pairs of boots now
is a very easy matter, and there are many tempt·
ing inducements to, do so, but to get them used
on top of the normal production is extremely
difficult.

Well now, isn't that extraordinary? It is
quite true, what he says.. What is the use of
plenty, if you can't sell it?

In accumulated stocks, viewed as plenty, there
seems, at first to be no problem of measurement
or analysis-a plain physical fact, so many -bushels
or tons. But stocks "carried over" have not all the
same quality. A glut of plums in' Worcestershire,
not worth the cost of picking and getting to
market, is not effectively "plenty."

To be sure it is not, and will not be until
the people are supplied with effective demand,
which is money; and what a poisonous use
for the word 'quality'!

Not Science But Salesmanship
I think that I have quoted from a wealth

of material of this nature sufficient to show
that the detached scientific attitude adopted
by Sir Josiah Stamp in his Norman Lockyer!
Lecture is a bogus detachment.

My copy of his speech is heavily marked
in the margin, and I have used only a limited
number of marked passages. Even on the
evidence of the quotations so far brought
forward, we may take it that whenever Sir
Josiah Stamp speaks in public, he is, what-
ever he may claim to be doing, actually dis-
seminating propaganda in favour of the
present financial system, and the policy of
domination of the masses by a privileged
class which has no responsibility. I will now
stand aside and allow the great man to bow
himself out. (The italics are rnine.)

Apart from these differentials; surplus of
produced plenty has little problem of measure-
ment on the supply side, but it shares much the
same difficulties as unused capacity on the demand
side. I do not intend to survey the wide range
of surplus diamonds, tin, rubber and other com-

ELECTORS' LEAFLETS
Demand National Dividends

Demand may run in classes, e.g., considerable
wealth standing against and supporting the pro·
duction of some luxury like expensive china: A
mere increase of mass purchasing power for the
unemployed or a rise in wages for the employed
might hardly touch this demand schedule.

The same remarks, of course, apply to
diamonds, pearls and caviare. It is at best
fourth-form economics to suggest that this
well-known obvious phenomenon of mal-
distribution has anything important to do
with the problem of poverty in the midst of
plenty. If everyone has a National Divi-
dend, they will buy what they like with- it,
and some new ones will probably like
caVIare.'

Demand even by the million may be very inelastic
so far as it comes from existing wage-owners, and
depend for itsIncrease entirely on re-employment.

Why should it depend entirely on
re-employment> If Sir Josiah Stamp does
not know the answer, he is not qualified to
give an address on the subject of plenty to

Before It Is Too Late
The sequence of events in the trade cycle

culminating in war can be broken; alternat-
ing boom and slump, peace with destitution
and war with prosperity, are the evil products
of an outworn system. We can have lasting
prosperity for all without the sacrifice of
men's lives; it is in our power as voters. God
grant we' use our power ere it be taken away
from us, as has happened elsewhere.

J. DESBOROUGH.

National Dividends
Would

Abolish Poverty
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SECRETARIAT NOTICESTOO OLD AT SIXTY-FOUR
My' sixty-fourth birthday. falls next I a surprise visit to the office. I was greeted

Tuesday. I feel about thirty-four, yet with affection, but everyone was busy, and
a little over nine months ago I had the beyond a casual word or so I found, myself

, unpleasant shock of hearing. myself referred i unable to have a real chat with' anyone.
to as "an old dodderer." LIke many other There was a new junior clerk. Harrison now
men in my station of life I received a small had my old desk. It was no. good; I was out
pension at sixty and left the office where I of it. I had left .their world. I realised it
had worked for some forty years. I felt that all too plainly when I heard remarks about
life lay ahead. o~ me and that at las~ the a ne~ contract and found that I was inde~d
bonds of restriction were b~oken.. a complete stranger. I went back agam

Of course, the actual J?arung with my old about six months later, and then gave it up.
, colleagnes was rather painful to me. I con-

fess that there was more than a lump in my
throat, and for a few days I felt quite lost.
There were compensations, however. One of
the most enjoyable was th.at of. being able
to lie in bed in the mOrnIng-It happened
to be January at that particular time-and
lazily contemplate the chill. and unp~easant-
ness of hurrying off to business, which was
still the lot of my former colleagues.

At the time I was staying with my married
daughter, Anne, whose husband was kindness
and consideration itself. '

i
A Shock

At, the end of the first week of my retire-
ment I had an unexpected shock. It w,as a
,very trifling thing, but it made quite an
impression upon me. On theSaturday after-

[noon I was returning home, walking along
the pleasant avenue leading from the station,
when I met an old friend of mine.

1, "Hallo, you 'lucky blighter," was his greet-
ling. I should' mention the fact that he
'always 'envied me my position and retire-
iment, for he had been rather a rolling 'stone
land was not in the running, as it were, for a
pension. '.
! "Hallo, George, whither away?"
1 "Oh, just going home to enjoy my Satur-

I'day afternoon. By heavens, Harry, there's
something wonderful about a Saturday

~afternoon-the delightful feeling of ease and
'~freedom - all day Sunday to-morrow
jnothing to worry about-just a really lazy
Iweek-end is my ticket."

Monotony
, It was then that I realised I had lost some-

thing. Saturday afternoon to me was just
.the same as any other afternoon. Now that
1 had all my time as leisure it had no
:sweetness.

You ma.y not believe me when I say it, but
'it is the absolute truth. From- that, 'first-
Saturday afternoon my retirement, began in
dead earnest. I was "retired"-put on the
shelf=-withdrawn from circulation o~ any-
thing else you 'like.' Monday mornings soon
lost their touch of, Lucretian pleasure. Day
followed day with such monotony that I
wondered what had happened to me.

Towards the end of the first month I paid

Unwanted
Have you ever had to kill time? Is there

any torture worse than drab monotony? In
the morning I would stroll round to the park,
aimlessly wandering up this path and down
that. I might chat with the old habitues of
the shelter, but I wasn't ready for their
vegetative existence. God! How I hated
that park-its trim proper paths--every one
an emblem of respectable monotony. As for
that public library with its crowds round the
sporting pages and employment columns of
the daily press I Heaven spar~ me from such
an existence again: '

The fact that I was in legitimate retire-
ment and not unemployed seemed to be a
signal for old friends to express their envy
whenever they met me. Not one ever sym-
pathised with me.

When I look back it all seems like a
ghastly nightmare. I confess now that I was
like a lost soul. I tried the local church, but
the inane youths and silly giggling girls on
the one hand and the narrow-minded old
stick-in-the-muds on the other made me shun
the place after a few months. I sampled
Spiritualism but was 'not interested. I tried
to revive my old hobby of radio, but always
I had the feeling of futility.

collar for dinner. Then I caught a heavy
cold and began to pamper and coddle myself.
It was then that I overheard my son-in-law
speaking to his brother, evidently in reply to
an enquiry as to my health. "Oh, the old
dodderer's mooning about somewhere. I
take no notice of him. He's all right, you
know, but he's finished. Personally, I'm sorry
for the old lad."

. Despair
I crept upstairs to my bedroom and frankly

gave myself up to a bout of self-pity. Suicide?
Had I the courage? Anyway, what a mess
for them all. One thing I did resolve to do
and that was to go and stay with my son for
a few weeks. Anything was preferable to'
this monotony.

I had been there about a week when one
of my son's friends called when I was alone
in the house. I asked the young fellow in
and began the usual small talk about the
weather and so on. He asked me what I
thought of, the present situation and of
course I replied in a paraphrase of the local
editorial. ,\

Happy Vocation
It was .half-past eleven when he left. I

went to bed aglow with excitement. You
know what he had been talking about.

The following, morning I called round at
his home for the promised pamphlets and
sat up that night until my daughter-in-law
threatened to turn off the lights at the main!
On the Wednesday evening I was present at
the local group meeting and by excellent
good fortune happened to hear an explana-
tion of the Electoral Campaign: Help was
urgently needed. . .

We began with those first white forms-
Remember them? I teamed up' with two
unemployed fitters-two of the best, men I
could ever wish to meet, and I don't care if
they can guess who is writing this I

We worked nearly every day, stopping
only for heavy rain. Did I enjoy my dinner
and tea when I got home? Did I notl My
personal appearance altered so much that I
had to' endure a great deal of good-natured
chaff from my son and his 'wife.

Well, I look like going on for ever, but I
feel that I must write and let every man
who has found himself in the depths of soul-
destroying "retirement" know that there is a
way out.

I am now a hard-working supervisor, giving
morning, noon and night to' the cause. 1
am alive-I am enjoying myself as I have
never done in my life before, for I know that
r am building a new world. This is a task
worthy of my' energy-I could not possibly
find more important work. I am somebody
instead of being an old worn-out piece of
scrap. I have friends in the Movement
whose company is a source of constant jO'y
to me-c-ask them if I a~

AN OLD DO'DDERER!

A Common Question
and its Answer

Where the Money Comes From

ELECTORS are being asked to sign a pledge
that they will vote at the next election

only for the candidates who undertake to
demand payment of a National Dividend
and to defer all other legislation till this has
been accomplished. ,

Sometimes the immediate reaction of the
average elector is to ask where the money is
coming from, and the reply of the more
-successful canvassers is simply to point out

f that knowledge of the nature of money and
,.:the working of the financial system is not

relevant to any intelligent person's giving a
:,direct reply to the canvasser's question.

If, however, the elector presses for enligh-
'j:enment on this particular matter, the can-
vasser might politely say that the money will

.:p,resumably come from the same source. as it
comes from now. Does the questioner know

.where that is? Does he refuse what money
·he now gets because he doesn't know where
it comes, from? If the questioner shows a
genuine interest, however, he may be
referred to the literature of the Social Credit
.Movement, in which he will find a full
'explanation. He is, however, urged not to'
1gefer expressing his will as to whether or not
he desires the abolition of poverty, but to
sign the pledge* first, and afterwards, if he is
interested, to study the mechanism by which
it may be translated into fact.

If all such questions and objections are
courteously dealt with in a similar manner,
experience shows that few electors will refuse
to express their will by signing the pledge.

On the other hand, if the canvasser stops
, and tries to explain, the technicalities, he not
only wastes precious time, but he raises so
many doubts and difficulties in the mind of
the, elector that he becomes too bewildered
to sign the pledge form.

• Reproduced on the back page.

Empty Days
.What was the use of it all? Here was I,

wasting these valuable hours, days and .years.
Energy was bubbling up within me and yet
the only outlet I could find for it was trivial
futility. I looked back on my life many a
time in the still night hours and tried to find
what I had done worthy of a man's life.
Nothing I nothing! nothing I' In my youth
I had as:pired to the medical profession, but
family CIrcumstances made this impossible.
Bow I burned with the urge to' do something
worth doing in those distant days, and now
what was Pto do-now that I was free at last?

Study courses were attempted, but what was
the use other than academic interest at my
time of life?

I began to lie in bed in the morning and
day-dream. This began a further phase in
my decline I would not bother to put on a

THE ELECTORAL CAMP4IGN IN WESTER!"f AUSTRALIA

THE New Era (Sydney, N.S.W.) of October
10 publishes an account of the inaugural

meeting of the Electoral Campaign in
Western Australia in the Perth town hall.
The town hall and also an overflow hall
were packed with people, .a~d large numbers
were unable to gam admISSIOn.
The speakers were: Archbishop Le Fanu,
Professor Walter Murdoch, Professor
Cameron, Messrs. Richard Rushton, C. F. J.
North, M.L.A., R. J. C. Butler, Miss Gwen
Wynne, and Mr. F. A. Law.

The keynote of Professor Murdoch's
speech was the following:

Since nobody can say there is a shortage of goods,
we are absolutely convinced that the abOlition of
poverty is perfectly possible.

We know that-It can be done, we know also 'that
it must be done, and done quickly.

None of us has much power or influence as an
individual, but if a sufficient nLimber of us will

unite • • • • we shall: have plenty of power if we
know how to use it.

After explaining the function of the
politicians and the expert, Professor
Murdoch remarked:

I like those old stories in which the king
summoned his wise men and told them to read
a riddle; if they couldn't read it right they were
taken out and beheaded. I wish we could apply
some stimulus, to our experts to-day, It might
imply a few executions; a' few experts might
disappear, much regretted by their families and l,
friends; but I don't think it would be long before
a plan would be found.

As a' matter .of fact, several plans have been
devised already; but this meeting has not been
called to champion anyone of them.
Further points made by speakers were:

We won't stand being told that the thing is
impossible when mere common sense tells us
that it is perfectly possible. It is much better
that these things should be dealt with now while
'we can consider them rationally and temperately,
than that they should be left to be dealt with
later by men who have grown desperate .

§~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
" r

~ . START TO-DAY! ~
§ THE Electoral System has not yet been made useless in the hands of British §§
§ men and women as an instrument of political democracy,
§ But the time in which they may so lise it may well be short.-" YOU and §
§ Parliament," by Dr. Tudor Jones. §
§ .. We need MORE readers-MORE salesl §

~ EXPAND THE CIRCULATION OF "SOCIAL CREDIT" ~
§ . The new battalions of Campaign workers can' be raised only if its existence §
§ -and the reason for its existence-is continually being brought to the atten- §

~~~~~! §
§§ Propagating SOCIAL CRE;DIT is. quite a different matter from theorising §

about technicalities. .

.~' FIND SUBSCRIBERS- SELL THE PRINTED WORD ~
§ EXPAND THE SALES §
~. DOUBLE THE CIRCULATION IN YOUR DISTRICT! ' ~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~j

Back Numbers of "Social Credit." - There is
still a quantity of back numbers of SOCIALCREDIT
available in bundles of fifty assorted copies, suit-
able for free distribution as specimen copies, at
Is. for fifty, carriage free.

Press Cuttings. - Readers are requested when
sending in press cuttings, to indicate the name
and date of the paper in, which they appeared,
as well as in the case of photographs; cartoons or
sketches.

Public Libraries. - Readers are requested to
forward the name and address of the librarian of
any public library where a copy of SOCIALCIh:DIT
is not available.

How To Get What You Want.-Specially written
by G. W. L. Day and G. F. Powell to bring home
to electors their responsi,bilities and their powers.
This zd. pamphlet will serve as a very powerful
education in Social Dynamics, simply and racily
written.

Price to Affiliated Groups in minimum lots of
one gross (144): one penny each, smaller orders at
IS 6d. a dozen, carriage paid. Retail price of
single copies, zd,

Volunteers Wanted. - Speakers on the Electoral
Campaign are wanted. The Secretariat is receiv-
ing constant enquiries for them.

Will those qualified, or willing to work in order
to become so, ,please send in their names and
addresses to The Secretariat, 163.\, Strand, W.C.z?

Please state whether available in the afternoon, or
evening, or both.

PORTRAIT OF
MAJOR DOUGLAS

Reproductions of the portrait of MaJor
Douglas which appeared in SOCIAL CREDIT
for November 29 issue are now ready.

Prices are as follow:-
Postcards ... ... 2d. each, postage !d.
Cabinet size, unmounted Is. .. " I !d.

.-, .. mounted Is.6d." " 2d.
Quantities of one dozen or more post free.
Orders already placed will be supplied at the

prices previously advertised, i.e., 6d. for unmounted
and Is. for mounted cabinets. '

Group Revenue Supervisors and overseas
readers may obtain supplies for re-sale at a

, special discount of twenty-five per cent. on all
orders for one dozen or more of anyone size.

A few copies of this photograph are available,
specially mounted, size 10 in. x 14 in.at 2/6 each.
postage 3d. "

Orders accompanied by remittances should be
sent to SOCIAL CREDIT, 163A. Strand, l.ondon, . '
W.C.2.

THE GOOD WORK
THE following latter, dated December 30,
, 1935, has been addressed by Mr. J. E.
Tuke, the Acting Treasurer, ,of .the .. Social
Credit Secretariat Limited, to all subscribers
to the' Secretariat funds:

DEAR Friend,-In this interval between
the Christmas festival of Goodwill and

the New Year with its responsibilities for the
future, I,. as Treasurer to the Social Credit
Secretariat Limited, along with my most
excellent colleague, Mr. F. C. Luxton, send
you our greetings and our great appreciation
of all the financial help accorded to us in our
year of office. -, .

We believe that 1936 will be a crucial year
in the history of civilisation. The transient
improvement in our national well-being, due
almost entirely to the increased expenditure
for armaments, and the creation of large
sums of new credits for speculative building,
at the cost of an ever-increasing burden of
debt, will most certainly lead either to War,'
or 'to the slump, which under our modern
economic and financial' system, are alter-
nately recurrent. 1936 may stand out in
history either in transcending the horrors of
1914 or as the year when the world may
enter upon its progress towards the promised
land.

You, and we, realise the. inevitability of
these alternatives.

1936 opens with renewed hopes in Canada,
Tasmania, New Zealand, and Australia, and
in this country the Electoral Campaign,
backed by our weekly journal SOCIALCREDIT,
is month by month gathering momentum
and strength. Truth and sanity must, and
will, prevail; falsehood and lunacy always
carry the seeds of destruction and oblivion
within themselves.

Those of our friends who are so loyally
and regularly supporting us financially are
asked to take from this letter just an expres-
sion of goodwill and thanks; others amongst
our friends who, for one reason or another,
have not of late contributed to the fund, we
add to our good wishes an appeal for
renewed support. To all we say, we intend
to go forward with all our strength and
resources, with no dissensions or friction, to
ensure, that before 1936 draws to a close, the
world will have seen the light of a great hope
and a great deliverance by the fact that
Social Credit is in being. It matters little
where the first experiment is made, it will
light a flame which will blaze a trail of well-
being and security around the world.

Yours sincerely,
JAS. EDW. TUKE,

Acting Treasurer.
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The National Dividend Club
In the letter written by Col. Creagh Scott,

published in SOCIALCREDITof January 3, he
made several references to the National'
Dividend Club. This letter, appearing with-
Out editorial contradiction, gave me the
impression that a condition of membership,
as printed in a previous article on the Club,
has been withdrawn or that the aims of the
Club have been widened to include all Social
Credit supporters. The clause referred to I
stated that membership was conditional on l , I
participating in the Electoral Campaign. I l' I '
should be glad to know if my supposition is
correct. ,
London. MRS. SUSANCARDEN.I

, [The Secretary of the National Dividend Club
asks us to state that membership of the Club is I

, conditional upon signing the Elector's Demand and I
Undertaking, as reproduced on our back page. Any
individual may become an associate member of the
Club for a period of twelve months by signing the
first four clauses of the Undertaking. At any time
within the twelve months they may become full
members by signing the complete Undertaking.
It will be seen, therefore, that anybody who sub-
scribes to Social Credit principles as expounded by
Major Douglas can become a member of the Club.
-Ed.]

G.R.T.,
E.C. Supervisor, N. U;:. London.

An Economist's Glimpse of the Obvious
In tase no other reader has brought to your

notice the fact, I should like to see it put on
record that a week ago from to-day Prof.
J. A. Scott Watson (Professor of Rural
Economy in the University of Oxford) inthe
weekly "For Farmers Only" talk gave it out
as his considered opinion that the only salva-
tion for British agriculture lay in the
adoption by the government of the policy
advocated some time ago by Sir John Orr,
namely, .the subsidising of the poorer con-
sumer to enable him to buy humane quanti-
ties of that health-giving but dear milk, of
fresh meat and vegetables and other products
that the British farmer can produce in such
prime abundance and which, he, the needy
consumer, is urged on all sides for the sake
of his own well-being to "eat more" of. Then,
he continued, the present problems of farm-
ing would solve themselves. "We want to
see agriculture become prosperous not
through the lreation of scarcity but through
the increasing of consumption"-these were
his own words. Not a bad start for the New
Year!

movement to the notice of people who, at
least, have some form of public spirit. I

It appears to me that if Groups through-
out the country adopted this method, we'
should at very srriall cost be breaking down
the publicity ban and encouraging more
under our banner.

Lhave yet to find anyone whose ideas have
not been shaken up after a few doses 'of
SOCIALCREDIT.

Parks tone, January 8. E.R.

A Christian's Resolutions
Can we. have some reprints of "A

Christian's Resolutions for 1936,'.' by Dr.
Hewlett Johnson, with portrait, from SOCIAL
CREDITJanuary 1O? I would take 1,000 of
them if others come forward to try to make
them cheap enough. ,

Congratulations on an excellent number
of SOCIALCREDITthis week.
Ringwood. W. WILLOUGHBYPRICE.

Spare Our Blushes
Congratulations on your new heading,

which I think is at last worthy of the spirit
and policy of your publication-undoubtedly
the best, twopennorth in the world. ,

As a mark of appreciation, I intend to can-
vass a few, subscriptions, together with a few
more newsagents' weekly orders.

BROCK.

. Distinguished Propaganda
May I repeat a suggsetion which I recently

made to the' National Dividends Club,
namely, that a list should be kept of the
names and addresses of all people' whose

, efforts appear in print in any of the London
papers, whether (a) as writers of articles, or
(b) writers of "letters to the Editor."

These people might then be treated to a
free six weeks' supply of SOCIALCRE,DIT)the
effect of which would tend so far as (a) is
.concerned, to influence the views of leader
writers who in turn influence public opinion
to some degree, and so far as (b) to bring our

.BOOK REVIEW

Single copy five cents. Subscriptions:-
Three months, $0.65. Six months, $1.25.
One year, $2.25 British Empire. $2.75 U.S.A.

"ALBERTA
.SOCIAL CREDIT

CHRONICLE
A weekly newspaper published every Friday .
Official organ of the Alberta Social Credit

League.

SEWAGE PURIFICATION FOR
COUNTRY HOUSES, INSTITUTIONS,
VILLAGES, FACTORIES, HOTELS.
REVOLVING DISTRIBUTORS FOR
MUNICIPAL SEWERAGE WORKS,
WATER FILTRATION & SOFTENING
PLANT. SEWAGE EJECTORS & LIFTS.

lUKE sBELLLtd.
>

Carlton Engineering Works,
LlCHFIELD, STAFFS.

London Office:
LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS,

W.C.2.
Telephone: HOLBORN 0188, 0189.

LlCHFIELD 133,

SEWERAGE IRONWORK:
VALVES. PE NSTOCKS.
FLOATING ARMS, VENT
COLUMNS, ROAD COVERS,
MAN-HOLE COVERS, GULLEY

i

G RAT ES. M U N I C I PAL
SANITARY VEHICLES.

IMMACULATE USED CARS
Fellow "Social Crediters,"

Will you please compare the prices of these cars with anything offering
elsewhere. It is in your own, interest to do so:-

1935'S.S.I. 16 h.p, z-door Saloon, Black, 4,000 miles, price [195.
1935 Austin 12/4 Ascot Saloon de, Luxe, Blue with Brown trimming, £125.
1935 S.S.I. 20 h.p, Tourer, 7,000 miles, [195.
1935 Austin 10 h.p., 3,000 miles Saloon de Luxe, Blue; £120.
1931 Vauxhall Cadet 6-light sunshine Saloon, 16,000 miles, 4 brand new

tyres. £65.
1935 Vauxhall 14 h.p. Saloon de Luxe, 6,000 miles. [155.
1934 Austin 10 h.p. Tourer, faultless condition. £89.
1935 Morris 12/4 Saloon de Luxe, 9,000 miles. j)I5.
1935 Morris 10/4 Saloon de Luxe, 9,000 miles. £115.
1935 Morris 12/4 Saloon de Luxe, 7,000 miles. [125.

INSTALMENTS, EXCHANGES

NEW CARS ON MOST FAVOURABLE TERMS.

ERNEST SU,TTON,
, , LTD .

26 BRUTO N PLACE

,[

Zaharoff the Armaments
King *

On the dust wrapper of this work, Ernst
. Toller is quoted as follows: - "This book
~hich rea~s like a first-0ass detective story,

I IS the hornble truth. This book concerns the
world." Horrible indeed it is, and even if
only one-half of its contents were true, the
armaments trade would stand condemned.

But this trade, and Zaharoff himself, are
the products of a system, and it is to be From 815'" First St t E t
hoped that thos~ who read these pages will . ' Alberta, ~~~AD~~'
no~ overlook this fact, and be tempted to
believe that because the goods sold are of so
evil a nature, the methods adopted are much I Balkans-a fruitful field-for the Norden- I ;;,...
wor~e than those .of "big business' in general. ' feldt Guns. ~nd, Am.mu~ition Co., Ltd.~ in

GIVen a finanCIal system that fails to dis- 1877, a posIt~on he IS said to have obtamed
tribute sufficient purchasing power in the thr?~gh the mfluen~e of ~ku.ludis, the Greek
home markets of the world to buy the goods politican. From this begmnmg he rose to a I -

.l?roduced or producable, 'then the struggle ~irectors?ip of Vickers, and. control .of, or
for export ¥l:arkets and sources of cheap taw mterest m, ar~ament firms m every Impor- I -
materials, of which war is the logical out- tant country m the world, so that wherever =
come, ts inevitable. ~ war occurr~d he would be able to profit by -

With war an ever-present possibility, arma- It. For details C?fthe methods by which his
ments become a necessity and hence the I success was achieved, and Of the assistance I -'

armaments trade, which, in common with rendered by Sir Vincent Caillard in securing
every other trade, must fight for export loans for potential customers, the reader
markets; but with this difference: that its must refer to the book. I ,
success in obtaining them may result in . Light is thrown on many events both lead- = , .&. r-\ '-.t ;, :::
arms produced in a particular country being mg up to and subsequent to the last war. = .'.'. B LA DES =
used ,to kill the very people who made them. Ofttimes it ~sa, flickering and uncertain light, _ SHEFFIELDS SHARPEST :::::
The Turks had Vickers guns at Gallipoli, cast by witnesses whose names are sup- = = '
and the British fleet used German gun-sights pressed, but the story as a whole is antece- = FITS ALL 3-PEG HOLDE~ 3:
at Jutland. dently probable, and. considerable parts of it :ill 111111111111111I1111 11111111111111111111111111111111111II IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~

Unfortunately, the ~erman author, Robert are Su?po~ted by evidence, documentary or I ' , I~
Neumann, weakens hIS case by the bitter otherwise. , , '

'.prejudice I:-edisplays against his subject, and !he story: of the qreek ca:npaign in Asia THIS FORM BELOW CAN BE USED TO RECRUIT A NEW READER
by a hornble yellow press style for which, Mmor, which termmated m the bloody GET THAT FRIEND OF YOURS TO SIGN ONE OF THEM .:
however, his translator, R. T. Clark, may be debt1;cle at S.myrna .on Sept~mber 9, 1922, is , .
partly' to blame. particularly mterestmg. ThIS war led to the ~~~~~~~~~~~~~:&'l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~<.b.

The first 70 pages are devoted to an death of se~e:~l hundred thousand comba- § NEWSAGENT'S ORDER SUBSCRIPTION ORDER §S}

account of the author's effort to trace tants and CIVIlians, the forced transfer of § •
Zaharoff's antecedents and early life: The large populations; the execution of six mem- , §
:esults are neither very con,vindng ~or bers of ,the Greek .Cabinet, the overthrow of § To Mr .. Send SOCIAL CREDIT to ,§
Important .. TI:-ence on~ards Zaharoff's. n~e the ~reek throne, and of Mr. Lloyd Georg;e. § Please supply me weeki with a '§
to world-Wide mfluence ISrecorded until, m Ye~ IS was apparently only an Oil war m §, y Name........ §
the last chapter, the author reverts to the which Gree~e and Turkey were the powers § copy of SOCIAL CREDIT~ §
st;yle of a keyhole-peeping reporter and and, accordmg to Mr. Neumann, Sir Basil § Address .
gIves an account, largely apocryphal one Zah~roff 010eof the players. '. N §
suspects" of t~e events leading up to, It IS ~ gnm recor~, an~ the moral is to be § arne.. .. §
Zaharoff s marnage to the Duchess of found m the last line: The Zaharoffs are § §
Villafranca, and of his life subsequently. immortal." They are, but only in a sick § Address For 12 months I enclose lOs. §

2';ahar<;>ff's~areer a.s a "merchant of death" world. T~ey are ,:'some~hi!1g n~sty that has § .., . For 6 months I enclose 5s
began WIth hIS appomtment as agent for the been vomited up, and It IS futile to ~lame § Fill In thiS and hand It to your '. , . §

* "Zaharoff the Armaments King," by Robert tI:-em; they are bu~ a symptom of the disease § Local Newsa ent Post this to SOCIAL CREDIT. §
Ne,~~ann. London: George Allen and Unwin Lttl. diagnosed by Major Douglas 17 years ago. g . . 163A, Strand, London, W.C.2. §
lOS, 6d. J D ~ " ' ~•• V'>~~(O'l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~c.::::!I.

snnnmnu 1111I111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 II IIIIIIII.!::
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SOCIAL CREDiT

Announcements & Meetings
Notices will be accepted for this column 'at 6d,

II line, minimum' three lines.
Notices must Teach the publishing office with

remittance by the Monday morning before the date
of issue. '

Belfast Douglas Social Credit Group
Group Headquarters: p" Ann Street

Office Hours: z.30 to 5.30 and 7 to 10 p.m.
Public Lecture each Thursday at 7.45 p.m.
Bring or send that new "enquirer." Questions
and, discussion invited.

Blackpool and Lytham St. Anne's Social Credit
Group

Holds meetings 'at' 8 p.m. Thursdays. Open to
Public.
rst Thurs. in month=-aa, Reads Ave., Blackpool.
znd Thurs. in month-Kiosk Cafe, The Square,

St. Anne's.
3rd Thurs. in month-Dickenson's Cafe, The

Square, Lytham.
Glasgow Douglas Social Credit Association

Change of Secretary.
Future communications to: Mr. James Bain, 2,

Stobcross Street, Glasgow, C.3. Meetings each
Wednesday in the Rooms, zoo, Buchanan
Street, 8 p.m.

N.W. London Social Credit Association
A public meeting on Monday, January zo, at St.

Alban's Hall, West Heath Drive (one minute
from Golders Green Tube Station), at 8.15 p.m.
Speaker: Mr. Norman Smith, "A Labour View
of Social Credit," Admission free. Questions
invited.

Woking Douglas Social Credit Group
Meetings will no longer be held at "Barnsbury."

Will friends please communicate with the Hon.
Sec., Mr. G. M. Runnacles, c/o Sycamore Ho.,
Chobham Road, Woking 1096, Surrey.

week-End School '.
A Week-end School and Social for Social Crediters

will be heldat "Netherwood," The Ridge, Hast-
ings, opening February z9. S.C. Speakers.
Dancing. First-class accommodation. Cheat,
h. & c. throughout. Four acres of lovely
grounds. Cuisine for all diets. Inclusive
charge for two days from ISS.

National Dividend Club
All enquiries should be' addressed to the Honorary

Secretary: Capt. T. H. Story, z8, Ashburnham
Gardens, Upminster, Essex.

)•
ARE YOU A SOCIAL CREDITER?

DO YOU BUY YOUR TEA
at the keenest prices and yet help the

Secretariat?
If not. do you know that we pa.y pa.rt of your purchase
price as .. donation to the lunda! II not a la.ck of
lund. holding up progress?

THEREFORE
We ask for your co-operation by buying & necessity.
for which you pay Iess, and also make an indirect
contribution to the Cause.

PRICE LIST

Retail
Value

2/8 "Special Blend" Indian
and Ceylon .

3/- "Choice,Ceylon" .
3/- Digestive Tips .
3/8 ' Golden Tips .

Flowery Orange Pekoe
CHINA TEAS

Your
Wholesale

Price
per lb.

2/-
2/2
2/6
3/-
3/4

3/- Good Keemun 2/6'
4/- Finest Keemun 3/6
3/6 .Standard Ichang... ," 2/11
4/- Finest Ichang ... ... 3/3
, Scented Orange Pekoe 3/6

Oolong ... ... 3/8
4/6 Earl Grey Blend .. , 3/8

Good Lapsang Souchong 4/-
Finest Lapsang Souchong 4/6

PURE GROU:-':OCOFFEES IN VACUUMSEALED
TINS

2/8 Costa Rica & Kenya Blend 2/2
3/4 Costa Rica & Kilimanjaro

Blend ...... 2/6
TERMS.-;lb of each of any two t.... or 001100. lent

ca.rria.ge paid as a tria.l order only. lOlb orders
carriage paid, smaller orders 6d. part .carriege:
n..a.sh . with order. Mark all orders "Social Credit:'

IMPORTANT NOTE.-A minimum 01 3d. per lb. is
paid to the Secretaria.t on all, except trial, orders.

CHOTA HAZRI TEA
CO., LTD.

Tea Importers
33, MOORFIELDS, LIVERPOOL, 2

§ulb 1Sing'~ ~rm~
J}ott(

~tranratr
(ON SHORT SEAROUTE TO IRELAND)

THE HOTEL FOR DEMOCRACY

THE HOTEL FOR SOCIETY

THE HOTEL FOR COMFORT

Tel. 20 and 196. Capt. W. MacROBERT
Resident Pr,oprietor.

Frotti's Label Action
BEFOR!- l!r. Justice. ,!~irboy to-d~y, in surname of Skinner, might, to paraphrase the
, the King s Berch Division, an action for poet, contend in this court that to call some

libe~ brought by the.Rev. F_ergus lv!'Binochle other substance by the name of rose does
against Mr. Annotti Frotti, described as a not ensure the sweetness of its smell. These
Bac~e.lor of Music in the University of actions might lie, m'lud, and I venture to say
Tahiti and a teacher of the ukelele. that the gentlemen of this jury before me

Counsel for the Defence: M'lud and would not lightly dismiss them. But to plead
gentlemen of the jury, m'learned friend, that one can at will take a name that is not
pleading this very special case of the plaintiff, one's own, I will not sayan alias, and then
of this very special and peculiar plaintiff, if succeed in an action for libel upon that
I may say so, whom we have not seen in name, is a species of frivolity liable to under-
court and who apparently is not to be pro- mine the whole basis of British justice. "
duced, has told you that the Rev. Fergus His Lordship: I. want to see this Mr.
M'Binochle, preferring not to give evidence M'Binochle. Why isn't he here?
in person, has taken the odd' course of enter- Counsel for the Plaintiff: M'lud, he pre-
ing a sworn affidavit to the alleged facts. ferred not to appear.

And what facts they are!-for it is no part His Lordship : Oh, he did, did he? Well,
of ,our case, m'lud, to deny the very signifi- I prefer hiin to appear. Of what church is
cant statements put forward by the other he a minister?
side. It appears that at one period of his Counsel tor the Plaintiff: M'lud-er-I
life, for reasons purely of a private and harm- understand, humph, of no particular church.
less nature - harmless, mark you, and, of A minister without portfolio, if I may so
course, . private-this reverend gentleman desc~~be it. . ' '
travelled extensively in America under the His Lordship (sternly): You may not so
name of Professor Clarence Skinner. Not a describe it, sir. Are you even sure his name
collar, not a suitcase, not, we must infer, a and calling are as they are stated to be?
Piint or sock, which was not marked with the Counsel for the Plaintiff: In a sense,
letters C.S., or .the simple inscription m'lud, I am sure.
"Clarence." J This we are asked to accept, His Lordship: In what sense? .
without any explanation or excuse, as a Counsel for the Plaintiff: In the sense, if I
normal interlude in the life of a Clerk in may so express myself, that they are not.
Holy Orders. , His Lordship: Ah, they are not, are they?

It is alleged that the defendant, knowing He is neither M'Binochle nor a Reverend?
of this, we had almost said pious, escapade, Counsel tor the Plaintiff: He is, as you say,
and trading upon his knowledge of it, uttered m'lud, not. .
and caused to be printed in an allegedly sub- His Lordship (with some anger): I perceive
versive journal, certain statements about something behind all this, one of those
Professor Clarence Skinner liable to bring instances, perhaps, which our very distin-
scorn and contumely upon the name. That, guished Lord Chief Justice has pointed out
m'lud, is m'learned friend's case, and I sub- recently in so forceful a manner, of attempts
mit that it is no case at all. to pervert the course of justice to the ends

It is possible in truth to imagine that an of powerful, hidden and unscrupulous in-
action for libel might lie upon these facts. terests. I shall dismiss this case with costs
Indeed, I can imagine three separate actions. against the plaintiff; and if I could see my
Academic circles might well move a strong way to do so, I would commit him for con-
case against Mr. M'Binochle for casting into tempt of court of a most malign description.

. disrepute the honourable title of Pr?fessor. Mr.. Frotti: Please, y'Excellency, are youI People named Clarence, and others WIth the meanwg that my label cases is all over?
i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

MORE FOR TAXES THAN
FOOD,

Three guesses as to the largest single item
in the budget of. the average American
family! No, it is not food or clothing or
any of the vital necessaries of life.. It is
taxes. '

To-day, according to the Industrial News
Review of Portland, Oregon, the national tax
bill totals $9,000,000,000a year, while the
food bill is $7,600,000,000and the clothing bill
$3,600,000,000

SHIRTS
MADE ""'0 "MCA"SUKE

in
SUPERFINE-DE LUXE

Sea Island Cotton
Fully Shrunk

at

POPLIN,

16/9
INCLUDING 1 COLLARS

Spending Taxpayers' Money
An editorial in the San Francisco Call-

Bulletin lists some of the newer uses for
taxes. "Taxpayers' money," it says, "has
been spent to:

"Build golf courses where there are no
players. ' . \

"Dig a water hole on a fox farm. (Cost
$1~341). '

"Drain a piggery. (For $9,478.)
"'reach tap dancing.
"Rake up leaves, count chickens, improve

a race track.
"Yet these achievements, brilliant as they

are, pale into insignificance compared with
the exhaustive and expensive study of the
love life of the cow, conducted by Dr. Walton
Hale Hamilton, head of the consumers'
division of the N.R.A."-From "P.G. and E.
Progress]' San Francisco, December, 1935.

Other Qualities

13/9 10/- 8/-
Guaranteed High Grade

Send P.C. to the Makers
forI

Patterns and Measurement Form

THE BINGLEY TEXTILE Co. Ltd.
BINGLEY, YORKS.

A Demand For Government Typists
Qualify now. Rapid courses. Fees moderate.
Miss Kate Taylor, 524, Grand Buildings.,

London, W.C.2.

ELECTORAL CAMPAIGN
BELOW is the form Parliamentary electors are being asked to sign. Please read

it carefully, sign (if you have not done so already) and send it (~d. stamp) to
The Only Democrats, I63A, Strand, London, W.C.2. Volunteers to help in the
Campaign are wanted. ,

We Will Abolish Poverty
Elector's Demand and Undertaking

I. I know that there are goods in plenty, so that poverty-is quite unnecessary.
2. I want, before anything else, poverty abolished.
3. I want; too, national dividends distributed to me and every Briton so that we,can buy

all we want of the goods that are now destroyed and the production that is restricted
4. These dividends must not increase prices or taxes or deprive owners of their property

or decrease its relative value.
5. In a democracy like Great Britain Parliament exists to make the will of the people

prevail . . __'
6. So I pledge myself to vote for any candidate who will undertake to support the abolition

of poverty and the issue of national dividends and to vote consistently against any party
trymg to put any other law-making before this. , '

7. If the present M.P. here won't undertake this I will vote for some other party and keep
on changing until my policy has been achieved.

Signed ; , ..

Address .
(Signatures will be treated confidentially)

What to Read
THE WORKS OF MAJOR C. H. DOUGLAS:-

Economic Democracy (4th Edition)
1934) ... ... ... ... 35. 6d.

The original statement of the
philosophy and proposals of Major
Douglas.

Credit-Power and Democracy (4th
Edition, 1934)... ... ... 35. 6d.

One of these two books is essential
for the serious student.

Social Credit (3rd Edition, 1933)... 3s. 6d.
Contains the philosophical 'back-
ground ot the subject and includes
the Draft Scheme for Scotland.

The Control and Distribution of
Production (znd Edn., 1934) ... 3s. 6d.

Warning Democracy (znd Edition,
1934) ... '" ... ... 3s. 6d.

Two collections at speeches and
articles treating the subject from
different angles.

The Monopoly of Credit ... ... 3s. 6d.
The latest technical exposition, and
includes the Statement of Evidence
before the Macmillan Committee.

The New.and the Old Economics IS. od.
Contains an exposition ofth« A + B
Theorem.

These 'Present Discontents: The
Labour Party and Social Credit IS. od.

The Nature of Democracy ... 6d.
The Buxton Speech.

The Use of Money
The Christchurch .Speech.

Money and the Price System
The Oslo Speech (reduced price for
quantities).

Social Credit Principles
By OTHER WRITERS:-

The Douglas Manual, by Philip
Mairet ... ...

Economic Nationalism (3rd Edition,
1935), by Maurice Colbourne ...

The Social Credit Pamphleteer
Money in Industry, by M. Gordon

Cumming '" '" ... ...
The A.B.C. of Social Credit, by E.

S<U!'e Holter .
Ordeal by Banking, by Allen Young
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